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Every business operates as some form of legally recognized entity. It may be as simple as
sole proprietorship or as complex as a C corporation. The form of business ownership that an
entrepreneur selects may have some very significant implications as the business goes for-
ward. What form of ownership is "best" depends on the characteristics of the business and its
owner(s). This chapter is designed to allow you to review the advantages and disadvantages
of the most common forms of business ownership and then to apply your analytical skills in
evaluating these choices in light of the specific circumstances surrounding the new business
and its owner(s). Matching the personal circumstances of the owner(s) and the size and
nature of the business with the ownership options can result in the avoidance of problems
later. Although the decision regarding the selected form of ownership is not irreversible,
changing from one ownership form to another can be difficult, time consuming, complicated
and expensive. Consequently, attention to the detailed components of eàds form of owner-
ship can be very beneficial.

"-c cvcu etsueej considerations, wiucO normally compr1she basis of your
review and evaluation prior to the final selection of the form of ownership, Clearly, some crite-
ria are more important than others at difficult times in the life of the businèis.

Tax con.ridera:rons. The graduated tax rates under each form of ownership, the government's
constant unkermg with the taa.code, and the ycarto-ye.ar fluctuations in a company's income
mean that entrepreneurs must calculate the firm's tax bill under each ownership option every
year.

Liability exposure. Certain forms of ownership offer business owners greater protection from
personal liability that might result from financial problems, faulty products, and a host of other
difficulties. Entrepreneurs must decide the extent to which they are willing to assume personal
responsibility for their companies' obligations.
.Start-up capital rq re'nsemr. Forms of ownership diffcr in their ability to raise start-up capital.
1-low much capital entrepreneurs need and where they plan to get it make some forms of owner-
ship superior to others.

Control. P. y choosing certain forms of ownership, entrepreneurs automatically give up some
control over the company. Entrepreneurs must decide early on how much Control they are will-
ing to sacrifice in exchange for help from other people in building a successful business.
Bu.,iness goals. How big and how profitable entrepreneurs plan for the business to become will
influence the form of ownership chosen. Businesses often switch forms of Ownership as they
grow, but moving from some formats to others can be extremely complex and expensive.
Management succession plans. When choosing a form of ownership, business owners must
look ahead to the day when they will pass their companies On to the next generation or to a
buyer. Some forms of ownership make this transition much smoother than others.
Cost of fonnation. Certain forms of ownership are much more Costly and involved to create
than others. Entrepreneurs must weigh carefully the benefits and the costs of the particular form
they choose.

Entrepreneurs have a wide choice of forms of business ownership, in recent years, various
hybrid forms of ownership have emerged. This chapter will attempt to outline the key features
of the most common forms of ownership, beginning with the sole proprietorship, the partner-
ship, and the corporation. Franchising will be addressed later in the chapter.

THE SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

r

_

sole proprietorship_
o business owned and managed
by one individual.

Without question the simplest and most popular form of ownership remains the sole pro-
prietorship. The sole proprietorship, as its name implies, is a business owned and man-
aged by one individual. The normal perception of sole proprietorships is that they are a
small and insignificant part of the national as well as global economy. This could not be
fuishcr from the truth. The latest government figures place the number of domestic sole
proprietorships at approximately 18 million with sales in excess of $I trillion. t Estimates
place sole proprietorships at 73 percent of all U.S. businesses. The reasons for their popu-
larity can he found in the advantages of this form of ownership providing, however, its dis-
advantages are never overlooked
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The Advantages of a Proprietorship

SIMPLE TO CREATE. One of the most attractive features of a proprietorship is how fast and
simple it is to begin. If an entrepreneur wants to operate a business under his own name (e.g.,
Strossner's Bakery), he simply obtains the necessary licenses from state, county, and /or local
governments and begins operatic-). For most entrepreneurs, it would not be impossible to start
a proprietorship in a single day.

LEAST COSTLY FORM OF OWNERSHIP TO BEGIN. In addition to being easy to begin,
the proprietorship is generally the least expensive fount of ownership to establish. There is no need
to create and file the legal documents that are recommended for partnerships and required for cor-
porations. An entrepreneur simply goes to the city or county government, states the nature of the
business he will start, and pays the appropriate fees and license costs. Paying these fees and
license costs gives the entrepreneur the riehi to i-.-sndoet busit.ess in that particular uuisdkiioii.

Someone planning to conduct business under a trade name should acquire a certificate of
doing business under an assumed name from the secretary of state. The fee for filing this cer-
tificate usually is nominal. Acquiring this certificate involves conducting a legal search to
ensure that the name chosen is not already registered as a trademark or a service mark with the
secretary of slate. Filing this certificate also notifies the state who the owner of the business is.
In a proprietorship, the owner is the business.

PROFIT INCENTIVE. One major advantage of the proprietorship is that once the owner
pays all of the company's expenses. she can keep the remaining profits (less taxes, of course).
The profit incentive is a powerful one, and profits re present an excellent way of "keeping

score" in the game of the business.

TOTAL DCtOi-tiAKiNG AlJiPORITY. Because the sole proprietor is in total control
of operations, she can respond quickly to changes, which is an asset in a rapidly shifting market.
The freedom to set the company's course of action is a major motivational hrce. For those who
thrive on the enjoyment of seeking new opportunities in business, the freedom of fast, flexible
decision making is vital. Many sole proprietors simply thrive on the feeling of control they have
over their personal financial future and the recognition they earn as the "owner" of the business.

NO SPECIAL LEGAL RESTRICTIONS. The proprietorship is the least regulated form of
business ownership In it time when government requests for information seem never ending,
this feature has much merit.

EASY TO DISCONTINUE. If the entrepreneur decides to discontinue operations, he can
terminate the business quickly, even though he will still be personally liable for any outstanding
debts and obligations that the business cannot pay.

The Disadvantages of a Proprietorship

UNLIMITED PERSONAL LIABILITY. Probably the greatest disadvantage of a sole propri-
etorship is the unlimited personal liability of the owner, which means that the sole proprietor
is personally liable for all of the business's debts. Remember: In a sole proprietorship, the
owner is the business. He owns all of the business's USSCtS, and if the business fails, creditors
can force the sate of these assets to cover its debts. If unpaid business debts remain, creditors
can also force the sale of the proprietor's personal assets to recover payment in short, the com-
pany's debts are the owner's debts. Laws vary from one state to another, but most states require
creditors to leave the failed business owner a minimum amount of equity in a home, a car, and
some personal items. The reality: Failure of a business can ruin a sole proprietor financially.

LIMITED SKILLS AND CAPABILITIES, A sole proprietor may not have the wide range of
skills ihat running a successful business requires. Each of us has areas in which our education,
training, and work experiences have taught us a great deal: yet there are other areas where our
decision-making ability is weak. Many business failures occur because owners lack the skills,
knowledge, and experience in areas that are vital to business success. Owners tend to push
aside problems they .  understand or don't feel comfortable with in favor of those they can
solve more easily. Unfortunatel y , the problems they set aside seldutit SOIVC theniseise. By die

unlimited personal
Iiablllty—c situation in which the
sole proprietor is personal, /ioble
for all of the business's debts.
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time an owner decides to ask for help in addressing these problems, it may be too late to save
the company.

FEELINGS OF ISOLATION. Running a business alone allows an entrepreneur maximum
flexibility, but it also creates feelings of isolation—that there is no one else to turn to for help
in solving problems or getting feedback on a new idea. Most sole proprietors will honestly
admit that there are times when they feel the pressure of being alone and being fully and
completely responsible for every major business decision. It's a challenge to learn what you
need to know about aspects of the business with which you may have had little, or no, previ-
ous experience.

LIMITED ACCESS TO CAPITAL. If the business is to grow and expand, a sole propri-
etor generally needs additional financial resources. However, many proprietors have
already put all they have into their businesses and have used their personal resources as
collateral on existing loans, making it difficult to borrow additional f inds. A sole propri-
etorship is limited to whatever capital the owner can contribute and whatever money he can
borrow. In short, proprietors, unless they have great personal wealth, find it difficult to
raise additional money while maintaining sole ownership. Most banks and other lending
institutions have well-defined formulas for determining borrowers' eligibility.
UrfortunateIy, many sole proprietorships cannot meet those borrowing requirements, espe-
cially in the early days of operation.

LACK OF CONTINUITY FOR THE BUSINESS. Lack of continuity is inherent in a sole
proprietorship. If the proprietor dies, retires, or becomes incapacitated, the business automati-
cally terminates. Unless a family member or employee can take over (which means that person
is now a sole proprietor), the business could be in jeopardy. Because people look for secure
employment and an opportunity for advancement. proprietorships. being 5rnJl , often have trou-
ble recruiting and retaining good employees. If no one is trained to run the business, creditors
can petition the courts to liquidate the assets of the dissolved business to pay outstanding debts.

Some entrepreneurs find that forming partnerships is one way to overcome the disad-
vantages of the sole proprietorship. For instance, when one person lacks specific
managerial skills or has insufficient access to needed capital, he can compensate for these
weaknesses by forming a partnership with someone with complementary management
skills or money to invest.

YOU Be the Consultant -. .' -.
Where Do Small Business Owners Turn forArth4ce? ItsAftin dm Family
A recent survey conducted by the National Federation of Iadqcndent Business and WeLls Fargo reveals that when it
comesto advice, blood is thicker than water. Of the busiegtres responding to the survey. 56 percent consulted family
members for advice on critical decisions. This was greator than their partners or co-owners (16%) or profasioni4s -
(accountants, attorneys, consultants) (14%). Family members whom owners turn to are as buoy.':	 -

Spouse
	

62%crf the tije
Son
	

11%oftheflme	 -	 -	 - -	 - -	 '.--	 -	 -	 -
Father	 -
	

9.5% of the game
Brother	 -

'C

I Who else could provide a business awuer 'it.lcnvevace?

2. h the Pemm to 
whom you 

with 
to for advice a source o(ppau" problems? Explam

	
- - -	 -- -

Sower Richard Bseedee. "The Big Decms.on' Mis/I &syet.,,e4 SapIriber 24 22, p 86
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THE PARTNERSHIP
A partnership is an association of two or more people who co-own a business for the purpose
of making a profit. In a partnership the co-owhers (partners) share the business's assets, liabili-
ties, and profits according to the terms of a previously established partnership agreement.

The law does not require a partnership agreement (also known as the articles of partnership),
but it is wise to work with an attorney to develop one that spells out the exact status and respon-
sibility of each partner. All too often the parties think they know what they are agreeing to, only
to find later that no real meeting of the minds took place. The partnership agreement is a doc-
ument that states in writing all of the terms of operating the partnership and protects each partner
involved. Every partnership should be based on a written agreement. "When two entrepreneurial
personalities are combined, there is a tremendous amount of strength and energy, but it must be
focused in the same direction, or it will tear the relationship apart" erplins one business writer.
"A good partnership agreement will guide you through the good times, provide you with a
method for handling problems, and serve as the infrastructure for a successful operation." 2

When no partnership agreement exists, the Uniform Partnership Act (UPA) governs a part-
nership, but its provisions may not be as favorable as a specific agreement hammered out
among the partners. Creating a partnership agreement is not costly. In most cases the partners
can discuss each of the provisions in advance. Once they have reached an agreement, an attor-
ney can draft the formal document. Banks will often want to see a copy of the partnership
agreement before lending the business money. Probably the most important feature of the part-
nership agreement is that it resolves potential sources of conflict that, if not addressed in
advance, could later result in partnership battles and the dissolution of an otherwise successful
business. Spelling out details----especially sticky ones such asproflispilts. contr ibutions,, work-
loads.l ci'ion-nsaking authority, dsspute Fesuiutiott, dissolution, and others—in a written
agreement at the outset will help avoid damaging tension in a partnership that could lead to a
business "divorce." Business divorces. like marital ones, are almost alwa y s costl y and unpleas-
ant for everyone involved.

It may he impossible to overstate the need to approach the formation of a business partner-
ship in an objective, impersonal, logical, and rational manner. to reality, there is  tendency for
partnerships to be created by individuals who don't believe that it is necessary to draw up a
partnership agreement. As a result, if and when a disagreement arises between or among the
partners, there, is no written record of what was agreed to tod how a disagreement is to be
resolved. Thousands of businesses close each year because the founders saw no need for a part-
nership agreement with, like in some marriages, "irreconcilable differences" being the stated
reason for dissolution of the business.3

Generally. a partnership agreement can include any terms the partners want (unless they are
illegal). The standard partnership agreement will likely include the following;

Name of the partnership.
2. purpose o.f the business. What is the reason the business was brought into being?

3 Domicile of the business. Where will the principal business be located?

4. Duration of the partnership. How long will the partnership last?

5 tunics of the partners and their letal addresses.
fi. C,rsi,ibaiio,is of each partner to the business, at the creation of the partnership and later. This

would include each partner's investment in the business. In some sttuations a partner may con-
tribute assets that are not likely to appear on a balance sheet. Experience, sales contacts, or a
good reputation in the community may be reasons for asking a person to join the partnership.

7. Agreement on how the profits or losses will he distributed.

8. An agreement on salaries or drawing rights against profits for each partner.

9. Procedure for espi..non through the addin.o of'new partners.

10. If the partners voluntaril y dissolve the partnership, hott. will the partnerships assets be distributed?

II. Sole of partnership interest The articles of partnership should include terms defining how a
partner can sell his other interest in the business.

S f4 p4ain the
*4aa8e5 and
*advantages of the
'Partnership.

partnership—an association
of two or more people who so-
own a business for the purpose
of making o profit

partnership agreement—a
document that states in writing
all of the terms of operating the
Partnership and protects the
interest of each partner.
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12. Salaries, draws, and expense accounts for the partners. How much money will each partner
draw from the business? Under what circumstances? How often? 	 1 4

13.Absence or disability of one of the partners. If a partner is absent or disabled for an extended
Period of time, should the partnership continue? Will the absent or disabled partner receive the
same share of profits as she did prior to her absence or disability? Should the absent or disabled
partner be held responsible for debts incurred while unable to participate?

14.Dissolution of the partnership. Under what circumstances will the partnership dissolve? How
will the assets of the business be valued for dissolution"

15.Alterations or modifications oft/se partnership agreement. No document is written to last for-
ever. Partnership agreemcnss should contain provisions for alterations or modifications

The Uniform Partnership Act

The Uniform Partocrahip ACt (UPA) codifles the body of law dealing with partnerships in the
United States (except in Louisiana, which has not adopted the UPA and where state law gov-
erns in the absence of a partnership agreement). Under , the IJPA, the three key elements of any
partnership are common ownership interest in a business, sharing the business's profits and
losses, and the right to participate in mana gin g the operation of the partnership. Under the act
each partner has the right to:

I. share in the management and operations of the business.
2. share in any profits the business might earn from operations.
3. receive interest on additional advances made to the business.
4. be compensated for expenses incurred in the name of the partnership
5. have access to the business' books and rccurds.
6. receive a formal accounting of the partnership's business affairs.

The UPA also sets forth the partners' general obligations. Each partner is obligated to:

I. share in any losses sustained by the business.
2. work for the partnership without Salary.
3. submit differences that may arise in the conduct of the business to majority vote or arbitration.
4. give the other partner complete information about all business affairs.
5. give a formal accounting of the partnership's business affairs.

Beyond what the law prescribes, a partnership is based above all else on mutual trust and
respect. Any partnership missing these elements is destined to fail.

YOU Be the Consultant.'..
How Will the Assets, of the Swlness Valued for Di*solutfonT
PARTNERSHIPS, DEATH, AND FEUDS
At the age of 81, a New York City real estate 

ngul, SeymrMilstejn died leaving his billion-dollar real estate empirein turmoil. Some two dozen real estate partnerships held with his brother, Paul, must now, by partnership law, be dis-solved. The family must either form a new 
partnership, split the property, or liquidate the assets. Family feuding mayresult in the total liquidation of all the real estate partnerships 	 an end to the business.

J. What provisions of a partnership agreement could have eliminated this problem?

Sosrr Joanne Gordon, "Kickin' Conaim" Forbes, November 26, 201. pp. 52-53.
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The Advantages of the Partnership

EASY TO ESTABLISH Like the proprietorship, the partnership is easy and inexpensive to
establish. The owners must obtain the necessary business licenses and submit a minimal num-
ber of forms. In most states, partners must file a certificate for conducting business as partners
if the business is run under a trade name.

COMPLEMENTARY SKILLS. Ina sole proprietorship, the owner must wear lots of different
hats, and not all of them will fit well. In successful partnerships, the parties' skills and abilities
usually complement one another, strengthening the company's managerial foundation.

DIVISION OF PROFITS. There are no restrictions on how partners distribute the com-
pany's profits as long as they are consistent with the partnership agreement and do not violate
the rights of any partner. The partnership agreement should articulate the nature of each
partner's contribution and proportional share of the profits. If the partners fail to create an
agreement, the UPA says that the partners share equally in the partnership's profits, even if their
or ginal capital contributions are unequal.

LARGER POOL OF CAPITAL. The partnership form of ownership can significantly
broaden the pooi of capital available to a business. Each partner's asset base improves the busi-
ness's ability to borrow needed funds; together the partners' personal assets will support a
larger boriowing capacity.

ABILITY TO ATTRACT LIMITED PARTNERS. When partners share in owning, operat-
ing, and managing a business, they are general partners. General partners have unlimited lia-
bility for the partnership's debts and usually take an active role in managing the business.. Every
partnership must have at least one general partner although there is no limit on the number of
general partners a business can have.

Limited partners cannot participate in the da y-to-day management of a company, and they
have limited liability for the partnership's debts. If the business fails, they h'se onl y what they
have invested in it and no more. Limited partners usually are just financial investors in a
business. A limited partnership can attract investors by offering them limited liabilit y and the
potential to realize a substantial return oo their investments if the husures q is successful. Many
individuals find it very profitable to invest in high-potential small businesses, but onl y if they
avoid the disadvantages of unlimited liabilit y while doing so.

LITTLE GOVERNMENTAL REGULATION. Like the proprietorship, the partnership form
of operation is not burdened with red tape.

FLEXIBILITY. Although not as flexible as sole ownership, the partnership can generally
react quickly to changing market conditions because no giant organization stifles quick and
creative responses to new opportunities.

TAXATION. The partnership itself is not subject to federal taxation. It serves as a conduit for
the profit or losses it earns or incurs: its net income or losses are passed along to the partners as
personal income, and the partners pay income tax on their distributive shares. The partnership.
like the proprietorship, as-aids the "double taxation" disadvantage associated with the corporate
form of ownership.

The Disadvantages of the Partnership

UNLIMITED LIABILITY OF AT LEAST ONE PARTNER. At least one member of every
partnership must be a general partner. The general partner has unlimited personal liability, even
though he is often the partner with the least personal resources.

CAPITAL ACCUMULATION. Although the partnership form of ownership is superior to
the preprietorhip in tts ability to attract capital, it is generally not as effective as the corporate
fori't of ownership, which can raise capital by selling shares of ownership to outside investors.

DIFFICULTY IN DISPOSING OF PARTNERSHIP INTEREST WITHOUT DISSOLVING
THE PARTNERSHIP. Most partnership agreements restrict how a.partner can dispose of

general partners--partners
who shore in owong, operating
and managing a busir'ess end 5*0

huee unib-nhteO personoi tohility
for the partnership's debts.

limited partners.-partners
who do net rake an active role i r,
mono ging a business and whose
liability for the partnerships
debts is iimiterJ to the amount
they have invetted.
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his share of the business. Often a partner is required to sell his interest to the remaining part-
ner(s). Even if the original agreement contains such a requirement and clearly delineates how
the value of each partner's ownership will be determined, there is no guarantee that the other
partner(s) will have the financial resources to buy the seller's interest. When the money is not
available to purchase a partner's interest, the other partner(s) may be forced either to accept a
new partner or to dissolve the partnership, distribute the remaining assets, and begin again.
When a partner withdraws from the partnership, the partnership ceases to exist unless there
are specific provisions in the partnership agreement for a smooth transition. When a general
partner dies, becomes incompetent, or withdraws from the business, the partnership automati-
cally dissolves, although it may not terminate. Even when there are numerous partners, if one
chooses to disassociate her name front the business, the remaining partners will probably form
a new partnership.

LACK OF CONTINUITY. If one partner dies, complications arise. Partnership interest is
often nontransterable through inheritance because the remaining partner(s) may not want to be
in a partnership with the person who inherits the deceased partner's interest. Partners can make
provisions in the partnership agreement to avoid dissolution due to death if all parties agree to
accept as partners those who inherit the deceased's interest.

POTENTIAL FOR PERSONALITY AND AUTHORITY CONFLICTS. Being in apart-
nership is much like being in a marriage. Making sure partners' work habits, goals, ethics, and
general business philosophy are compatible is an important step in avoiding a nasty business
divorce. It may often sound foolish, but it is valuable to engage in serious and lengthy discus-
sions between or among potential partners on each of these topics. Never blindly assume that
you know how a potential partner might act in a difficult situation. It is important to remember
that an tnethieal action by a partner will always reflect rfl you.

No matter how compatible partners are, friction among them is inevitable. the key is having
a mechanism such as a partnership agreement and open lines of communication for controlling
it The demise of many partnerships can often be ti-aced to interpersonal conflicts and the lack
of a procedure to resolve those conflicts.

In many instances, the unlimited personal liability of each partner in a general partnership
is a major harrier to attracting needed capital. As a result, limited partnerships have becouie
more popular.

YOU Be the
Consultant.
Rosabeth Moss Kanter on Partnerships
Avoiding ugly and costly business divorces that too often
put an end to businesses requires an ongoing and active
effort, Howard Professor Rosabeth Moss Kanter suggests
from her experience that partners follow the following six
rules:

1. Take a close look at what you're getting. Do your
research and test your assumf*ions before you con-
struct the partnership agreement.

2. Invest in the relationship, not just the deal making.
Relationships between or among partners must contin-
uously be strengthened. If this role is delegated or
ignored, the partnership will fail.

3. Get connected through many people. Have those
whom you do business with meet the staff as well as

Your partners. Through these COflflCCtiOfl5, relation-
ships can be built at many levels in the organization.

4. Respect differences and expect to work out conflicts.
When potential sources of eoalict exist, address them
imnaediately Festering wounds seldom heal without
medication.

5. Be prepared to change. Be open to, new opportunities
and share what you see with your partners.
Partnerships need to evolve to survive.

6. Help everyone succeed. Work hard to see that every
partner plays a role in the business that allows him

K.. ,...-.......,.t..I ,...,4k_, ...• her. ..'.,-.Y..""..v
viewed by others as a significant player in the
business.

iIf you were asked to add a "seventh rule." what would it
be'

Sower: Kosabeth Moss Kutsr, 'Six kuics for a Happy
ManiMs . - .Uh, P iierabip' Bimsess2O, April 2Z P. 114.	 -
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Limited Partnerships

A limited partnership, which is a modification of a getséral parlitership, is composed of at

least one general partner and at least one limited partner. In a limited partnership the general

partner is treated, under the law, exactly as in a general partnership. The limited partner is

treated more as an investor in the business venture limited partners have limited liability. They
can lose only the amount invested in the business.

Most states have ratified the Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act. The formatioif a

limited partnership requires its founder to file a certificate of limited partnership in the state in

which the Indited partnership plans to conduct business. The certificate of limited partnership
should Include the following information:

1. the name of the limited partnership.

1 the generai character of its business.

3. the address of the office of the firm's agent authorized to receive summonses or other legal notices.

4. the name and business address of each partiler, specifying which ones are general partners and
which are limited partners.

5. the amount of cash coisasbunons actually made, and agreed to be made in the future, by each partner.

&. a description of the value of noncash contributions made or to be made by each partner.

7. the times at which additional contributions are to be made by any of the partners.

S. whether and under what conditions a limited partner has the right to grant limited partner status
to an assignee of his or her interest in the partnership.

9. if agreed upon, the time or the circumstances when a partner may withdraw from the firm
(unlike the withdrawal of a general partner. me withdrawal of a Ism!e.l partner does no: auto-
maticallv dissolve a limited partnership).	 -

10. if agreed upon. the amount of, or the method of determining, the funds to he received by a with-
drawing partner.

II. any right of a partner to receive distributions of cash or other properly from the firm. arid the
times and circumstances for such distributions.

12. the time or circumstances when the limited partnership is to be dissolved.

13. the rights of the remaining general partners to continue the business after withdrawal of a gen-
eral partner

14. any other matters the partners want to include.

The general partner has the stone rights and duties its under a general partnership the right to

make decisions for the business, to act as an agent for the partnership, to use the property of the part-
nership for normal business, and to share in the business's profits. 'the limited partner does not have
the right in take an active role in managing the business In fact, if he or she takes part in managing

the business, a limited partner may actually ftn'Ieii limited liability, taking on the liability status of a
general partnci. Limited partners can, however, make management suggestions to the general

partners, inspect the business, and make copies of business records. A limited partner is, of course,
entitled to a share of the business's profits as agreed on and specified in the certificate of limited part-
nership. The primary disadvantage of limited partnerships is the complexity and the cost of estab-
lishin them.

limited partnership__n
Partnership composed of at /east
one general partner and at least
one limited partner.

"Cot" Ccuuphell 
of 

flogir'ood Stable bmstghrthr' "Sport oj'kio'a" io a forger audience ol thrill-
seeking i,iveslors when he created the first limited partnership in thoroughbred racing. Dogwood
Stable has had 58 stable winner.s including the Preakne.cs. Ctvren:l y Dogwood Stable has 60
horse.r in competition, all owned hr members of limited partners/tips. Driew'ood Stable retains flee
per-s en! ownership as the general partner arid sells four 23.79 percent shares to limited partners,4

limited liability
Limited Liability Partnerships	 partnership_..a special type of

limited partnership in which all
Man y states now recognize limited liabilit y partnerships (LLPs) in which all partners in it 	 partners svl1u in many states
hnsincss are limited partners, having only limited liability for the debts of the partnership. Most 	 be p rofeesrnrink ow iinited
'tate'. rentrict LLPs to CeiLi 1CS 01 profess i onals such as attorneys, physicians, dentists, 	 partners.
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accountants, and others. Just as with any limited partnership, the partners must file a certificate
of limited partnership in the state in which the partnership will conduct business, and the part-
nership must identify itself as an LLP to those with whom it does business. Also, like every
partnership, an LLP does not pay taxes; its income is passed through to the limited partners,
who pay taxes on their shares of the company's income.

Master Limited Partnership

master limited A relatively new form of business structure, master limited partnerships (MLPs), are just
partnership--a partnership like regular limited partnerships, except their shares are traded just like shares of common

whose shares are traded on stock stock. They provide most of the same advantages to investors as a corporation—including urn-
exchonges,jur tike a 	 ited liability. Operationally, a master limited partnership behaves like a corporation, and some
Corporation's. even trade on major stock exchanges. In 1987, congressional le gislation prnvidM that any

MLPs not involved in natural resources or real estate would be taxed as corporations and, con-
sequently, eliminated their ability to avoid double taxation.

COP POPATIONS
I-C. Explain the
advantages and
disadvantages of the
corporation.

The corporation is the most complex of the three major forms of business ownership. It is a sep-
arate entity apart from its owners and may engage in business, make contracts, sue and be sued,
own property, and pay taxes. The Supreme Court has defined the corporation as "an artificial
being, invisible, intangible, and existing only in contemplation of the law" 5 Because the life of
the corporation is independent of its owners, the shareholders can sell their interests in the busi-
ocss without affecting its continuation.

Corporations (also known as C corporations) are creations of the state. When a corporation
is founded, it accepts the regulations and restrictions of the state in which it is incorporated and
any other state in which it chooses to do business. A corporation doing business in the state in
which it is incorporated is a domestic corporation. When a corporation conducts business in
another state, that state considers it to be a foreign corporation. Corporations formed in
countries but doing business in the United States are alien corporations.

Generally, the corporation must report annually its financial operations to its home state's
secretary of state. These financial reports become public record. If a corporation's stock is sold
in more than one state, the corporation must comply with federal regulations governing the sale
of corporate securities. There are substantially more reporting requirements for a corporation
than for the other forms of ownership.

How to Incorporate

Most states allow entrepreneurs to incorporate without the assistance of an attorney. Some
states even provide incorporation kits to help in the incorporation process. Although it is
cheaper for entrepreneurs to complete the process themselves, it is not always the best idea. In
some states, the application process is complex, and the required forms are confusing. The
price for filing incorrectly can be high. If an entrepreneur completes the incorporation process
improperly, it is generally invalid.

Once the owners decide to form a corporation, they must choose a state in which to incorpo-
rate. If the business will operate within a si ngl e state, it is probably most logical to incorporate
in that state. States differ—sometimes rather dramatically—in the requirements they place on
the corporations they charter and how they treat corporations chartered in other states. They
also differ in the tax rate they impose on corporations, the restrictions placed on their activities,
the capital required to incorporate, and the fees or organization tax charged to incorporate.
Delaware, for instance, offers low incorporation fees  and minimal legal requirements.

Every state requires a certificate of incorporation or charter to be flied with the secretary
of state. The following information is generally required to be included in the certificate of
incorporation

The corporation's name. The corration must choose a name that is not so similar to that of
another firm n the state thai it causes con'.-ion ,ri lends itself to deception. It must also include

corporatlon . a separate legal
entity apart from its Owners that
receives the right to exist from
the state in which it is
incorporated

domestic corporation--a
corporation doing business in the
state in which it is incorporated.

foreign corporation__c
corporation doing business in o
s' ate other than the one in which
it is incorporated

alien corporation—a
corporation formed in another
country but doing business in the
United States.
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a term such as corporation, incorporated, company, or limited to notify the public that they are
dealing with a corporation.

The corporation's statement of purpose. The incorporators must state in general terms the
intended nature of the business. The purpose must, of course, be lawful. An illustration might be
"to engage in the sale of office furniture and fixtures." The purpose should be broad enough to
allow for some expansion in the activities of the business as it develops.

The corporation's time horizon. In most cases corporations are formed with no specific termi-
nation date; they are formed "for perpetuity." However, it is possible to incorporate for a spe-
cific duration (e.g., 50 years).

Names and addresses of the incorporators. The incorporators must be identified in the articles
of incorporation and are liable under the law to attest that all information in the articles of incor-
poration is correct. In some states one or more of the incorporators must reside in the state in
which the corporation is being created.

Pi q	 isossss. The street sad mailing aress of the cuiraiioifs principal office must be listed.
For a domestic corporation, this address must be in the state in which incorporation takes place.

Capital stock authorization. The articles of incorporation must include the amount and class (Or
type) of capital stock the corporation wants to be authorized to issue. This is not the number of
shares it must issue; a corporation can issue any number of shares up to the amount authorized.
This section must also define the different classifications of stock and any special rights, prefer-
ences, or limits each class has.

Capital required at the time of incorporation. Some slates require a newly formed corporation
to deposit in a bank a specific percentage of the stock's par value prior to incorporating.
Provisions for preemptive rights, if any, that are granted to stockholders.
Restrictions on transferring shores. Many closely held corporations—Those owned by a few
shareholdcrs, ftcn family ineoibers—require sharehoiders interested in selling their stock to
offer it first to the corporation. (Shares the corporation itself owns are called treasury stock.)
To maintain control over their ownership, many closely held corporations exercise this right,
known as the right of first refusal.

Names and addresses of the officers and directors of the corporation.
Rules under which the corporation will operate. Bylaws are the rules and regulations the offi-
cers and directors establish for the corporation's internal management and operation.

Once the secretary of state of the incorporating state has approved a request for incorpora-
tion and the corporation pays its fees, the approved articles of incorporation become its charter.
With the charter in hand, the next order of business is to hold an organizational meeting for the
stockholders to formally elect directors who, in turn, will appoint the corporate officers.

The Advantages of the Corporation

LIMITED LIABILITY OF STOCKHOLDERS. Because it is a separate legal entity, a corpo-
ration allows investors to limit their liability to the total amount of their investment in the busi-
ness. This legal protection of personal assets beyond the business is of critical concern to many
potential investors.

This shield of limited liability may not be impenetrable, however. Because start-up compa-
nies are so risky, lenders and other creditors require the owners to personally guarantee loans
made to the corporation. Robert Morris Associates, a national organization of bank loan offi-
cers, estimates that 95 percent of small business owners have to sign personal guarantees to get
the financing they need. By making these guarantees, owners are puffing their personal assets at
risk (just as in a proprietorship) despite choosing the corporate form of ownership.

The corporate form of ownership does not protect its owners from being held personally
liable for fraudulent or illegal acts under what is known as the "alter ego doctrine," The act of
disregarding the corporate entity and pursuing the stockholders is referred to as "oiercing tha
corporate veil" and can occur under the following circumstances:

I. When corporate assets are used for personal reasons or commingled with personal assets.

2. Failure to act in a responsible manner and creating an unwarranted level of financial risk for
the stockholders.	 -

treasury stock—the shares
of its own stock that a
Corporation OWflS.

right of first refusal—a
provision requiring shareholders
who want to sell their stock to
offer it first to the corporation.

bylaws—the rules and
regulations the officers and
directors establish for a
corporation's internal
management and operation.
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double taxation—
disadvantage of the corporate
form of ownership in which o
corporation's pratta are toyed
twice: at the corporate rote and at
the indieidi,al rate (art the portion
of Profits distributed as dividends).

3. Financial misrepresentations, such as operating with more than one set of books.
4. Taking actions in the name of the corporation that were not authorized by the board of directors.

Problems almost always revolve around actions and decisions that fail to maintain the
integrity of the corporation.

ABILITY TO ATTRACT CAPITAL. Based on the protection of limited liability. corpora-
tions have proved to be the most effective form of ownership for accumulating large amounts of
capital. Limited only by the number of shares authorized in its charter (which can be amended),
the corporation can raise money to begin business and expand as opportunity dictates by selling
shares of its stock to investors. A corporation can sell its stock to a limited number of private
Investors (a private placement) or to the public (a public offering).

ABILITY TO CONTINUE INDEFINITELY. Unless a corporation fails to pay its taxes or is
limited to a specific length of life by its charter, it can continue indefinisnly The _  1_.___ 1.1,,
tence does not depend on the fate of any single individual Unlike a proprietorship or partnership in
which the death of a founder ends the business, a corporation lives beyond the lives of those who
gave it life This perpetual life gives rise to the next major ad vantage--transferable ownership.

TRANSFERABLE OWNERSHIP. If sto.kho!ders in a corporation arc displeased with the
ombusiness's progress, they can sell their shares to someone else. Millions of shares of stock repre-

senting ownership in companies are traded daily on the world's stock exchanges. Shareholders
can also transfer their stock through inheritance to a new generation of owners. During all of
these transfers of ownership. the corporation continues to conduct business as usual.

Unlike that of large corporations whose shares are traded on organized stock exchanges, the
stock Of mans' small corporations is held by a small number of people ("closely held"), often
company fouodeis, latnily memhcrt, or employee The sen..Il number of pCopic hoiding the
stock means that the resale market for shares is limited, which could make the transfer of Own-
ership more difficult.

The Disadvantages of Corporations

COST AND TIME INVOLVED IN THE INCORPORATION PROCESS. Corporations can
be costly and time-consuming to establish. The owners are giving birth to an artificial legal
entity, and the gestation period can be prolonged for the novice. In some states an attorney must
handle the incorporation process, but in most states entrepreneurs can complete all of the
required forms alone. However, an owner must exercise great caution when incorporating with-
out the help of an attorney. Alro, incorporating a business requires a variet y of fees that are not
applicable to proprietorships or partnerships. Creating a corporation can cost between $500 and
$2,500. typically averaging around $1,001).

DOUBLE TAXATION. Because a corporation is a separate legal entity, it must pay taxes on
its net Income at the federal level, in most states, and to some local governments as well. Before
stockholders receive a penny of its net income as dividends, a corporation must pay these taxes
at the corporate tax rate. 'hen stockholders must pay taxes on the dividends they receive from
these same profits at the individual tax rate. Thus, a corporation's profits are taxed twice. This
double taxation is  distinct disadvantage of the corporate fort-n of ownership.

POTENTIAL FOR DIMINISHED MANAGERIAL INCFNTIVrS As corporations grow,
they often require additional managerial expertise beyond that which the founder can provide.
Because she created the company and often has most of her personal wealth tied up in it, the
entrepreneur has an intense interest in making it a success and is willing to make sacrifices for
it. Professional managers the entrepreneur brings in to help run the business as it grows do not
always have the same degree of interest in or loysiry , in conipany.As a result, the business
may suffer without the founder's energy, care, and devriuion One way to minimize this poten-
tial problem is to link managers' (and even employees') compensation to the company's finan-
cial performance through a profit-sharing or bonus plan. Corporations can also stimulate
managers' and employees' incentives on the job by creating an employee stock ownership plan
(ESOP) in which managers and employees become part or whole owners in the company,
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LEGAL REQUIREMENTS AND REGULATORY RED TAPE. Corporations are subject to
more legal, reporting, and financial requirements than other forms of ownership. Corporate
officers must meet more stringent requirements for recording and reporting management deci-
sions and actions. They must also hold annual meetings and consult the board of directors about
major decisions that are beyond day-to-day operations. Managers may be required to submit
some major decisions to the stockholders for approval. Corporations that are publicly held must
file quarterly and annual reports with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).

POTENTIAL LOSS OF CONTROL BY THE FOUNDER(S). When entrepreneurs sell shares of own-
ership in their companies, they relinquish some control. Especially when they need large capital
infusions for start-up or growth, entrepreneurs may have to give up significant amounts of control,
so much, in fact, that the founders become minority shareholders. Losing ma jority ownership--and
therefore, control—In their company leaves the founders in a precarious position. They no longer
have the power to determine the company's direction; "outsiders" do. In some cases, founders'
shares have been go diluted that majority shareholders actually vote them out of theirjobs!

Microsoft Inc. was founded as a partners/tin hrween Bill Gates and Paul Allen ifl 1975. At
that time, Bill Gates owned 50 percent of the business. As the company gress it needed addi-
tional capital and Gates and Alien decided to rake Microsoft public, selling shares of common
stock to investors. The effect has been to reduce Bill Gates's percentage of ownership to 18.5
percent. But not to worry, the Forbes list of the world's wealthiest people places Mr. Gates's
net worth at $40 billion!

This exam ple illustrates the natureo f the d-.11-Mina: Often growth requires the sate of ownership
(stock) to acquire the needed cash to reach the firm's market potential. Most people believe that Bill
Gates made the correct decision, even if his percentage of ownership in Microsoft has been reduced.

OTHER FORMS OF OWNERSHIP

In addition to the sole proprietorship, the partnership, and the corporation, entrepreneurs can
choose from other forms of ownership, including the S corporation, the limited liability com-
pany, the professional corporation, and the joint venture.

The S Corporation
In 1954 the Interral Revenue Service (IRS) Code created the subchapter S corporation. In
recent years the IRS has changed the title to S corporation and has made a few modifications in
its qualifications. An S corporation is a distinction that is made only for federal income tax
purposes and is, in terms of legal characteristics, no different from any other corporation.
Although Congress recently simplified some of the rules and requirements for S corporations,
a business seeking S status still must meet the following criteria:

ceo be a domestic (U.S.) corporation.

2. it cannot have a nonresident alien as a shareholder.

3. It can iw, p onl y one class of common stock, which means than all shares must cart-v the same
rights (e.g.. the right to dividends or liquidation rights). The exception is soling rights, which
may differ. In other words, an S corporation can issue voting and nonvoting common stock.

4 It must limit its shareholders to individuals, estates, and certain trusts, although tax-exempt creations
such as employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs) and pension plans can now be shareholders.

5 If cannOt have more th an 75 siwseitolders tincreased from .3), which is an important benefit for
(amity businesses making the transition from one generation of owners to another.

6. Less than 25 percent of the corporation's gross revenues during three successive tax years must
be from passive sources.

You must elect S status with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) by filing with it within the first
two and a half months of the corporation's first taxable year. Failure to meet this deadline results
in the fix-rn being treated as a C corporation until timely filing of an S corporation election.

2 Discuss the	 a
Awntagest and H
disadvantages of the S
corporation. the
liability comparry,the
professienat corporation,
and the joint scatwe.

S corporation_a corporation
than retains the legal
characteristics of a regular (C)
corporation but has the advantage
of being rawd as a partnership if
it meets certain criteria.
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An S corporation election may be filed at any time during the 12 months that precede the tax-
able year for which the election is to be effective. If you make the election within the first two and
a half months of the taxable year, it is effective for the current year, providing that the corporation
was eligible to make an S election for the entire year. If a corporation satisfies the definition for an
S corporation, the owners must actually elect to be treated as one. The election is made by filing
IRS Form 2553 at any time during the year, and all shareholders must consent to have the corpo-
ration treated as an S corporation.

THE ADVANTAGES OF AN S CORPORATION. The S corporation retains all of the
advantages of a regular corporation, such as continuity of existence., transferability of owner-
ship, and limited personal liability for its owners. The most notable provision of the S corpora-
tion is that it passes all of its profits or losses through to the individual shareholders, and its
income is taxed only once at the individual tax rate. Thus, electing S corporation status avoids
a primary disadvantage of the regular (or C) corporation—double taxation, In essence, the tax
treatment of an S corporation is exactly like that of a partnership; its owners report their pro-
portional shares of the company's profits on their individual income tax returns and pay taxes
on those profits at the individual rate (even if they never take the money out of the business).

Another advantage the S corporation offers is avoiding the tax C corporations pay on assets
that have appreciated in value and arc sold. Also, owners of S co1 1,oraiions enjoy the ability to
make year-end payouts to themselves if earnings are high. In a C corporation, owners have no
such luxury because the IRS watches for excessive compensation to owners and managers.

One significant change to the laws governing S corporations that benefits entrepreneurs
involves subsidiary companies. Before 1998, if entrepreneurs owned separate but affiliated
companies, they had to maintain each one as a distinct S corporation with Its own accounting
records and Lax return. Under current law, business owners can set up all of these affiliated
companies as qualified S corporation subsidiaries ("C) Subs") under the ninbidia oi a single
company, each with its own separate legal identity, and still file a single tax return for the par-
ent company. For entrepreneurs with several lines of businesses, this change means greatly sun-
plified tax filing. Owners also can use losses from one subsidiary company to offset profits
from another to minimize their tax hills, "The advent of the Q Sub has made [S corporations]
more useful and popular than ever," says one tax expert.6

DISADVANTAGES OF AN S CORPORATION. Tax implications always factor into an
entrepreneur's choice of a form of ownership. Periodically, Congress changes the tax rates for
both individuals (hence S corporations) and C corporations, which can reverse instantly any tax
advantage one form of ownership has over another. For example, from 1993 to 2002, the maxi-
mum individual tax rate was 4,6 percent higher than the maximum corporate tax ra.a, which
made S corporations less attractive to entrepreneurs. In 2003, however, Congress realigned the
tax code, making the maximum corporate tax rate 4 percent higher than the maximum individ-
ual rate. This change made the S corporation once again the preferred form of ownership from
a tax perspective. In addition to the tax implications of choosing a form of ownership, owners
should consider the size of the company's net income, the tax rates of its shareholders, plans to
sell the company, and the impact of the C corporation's double taxation penalty on income dis-
tributed as dividends.

Another disadvantage of the S corporation is that the costs of many fringe benefits—insur-
alIce. meals, lodging, and so on—paid to shareholders with 2 percent or more of stock cannot
be deducted as business expenses for tax purposes; these benefits are considered to be taxable
income. In addition, S corporations offer sharehritders only a limited range of ret i rement bene-
fits, whereas regular corporations make a wide range of retirement plans available.

WHEN IS AN S CORPORATION A WISE CHOICE? Choosing S corporation status is
usually beneficial to start-up companies anticipating net losses and to highly profitable firms.
with substantial dividends to pay out to shareholders. In these cases the owner can use the loss
to offset other income or is in a lower tax bracket than the corporation, thus saving money in the
long run. Companies that plan to reinvest most of their earnings to finance growth also find S

corporation status favorable. Small business owners who intend to sell their companies in the
near future will prefers over C status because the taxable gains on the sale of an S corporation
are generally lower than those of a C corporation.
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On the other hand, small companies with the following characteristics are not likely to ben-
efit from S corporation Status:

• highly profitable personal service companies with large numbers of shareholders, in which most
of the profits are passed on to shareholders as compensation or retirement benefits.

• fast-growing companies that must retain most of their earnings to finance growth and capital
spending..

• corporations in which the loss of fringe benefits to shareholders exceeds tax savings.

• corporations in which the income before any compensation to shareholders is less than $100,000
per year.

• corporations with sizable net operating losses that cannot be used against S corporation earnings.

LIQUIDATION OF AN S CORPORATION • Although, just like a C corporation, the Scar-
puralion has perpetual life, the time may come when the stockholders wish to dissolve the com-
pany. To liquidate an S corporation its owners must complete the follqwing:

• Pay all taxes, debts, and creditors.

• Obtain the written approval of shareholders iii dissolve the company.

• File a statement of intent to dissolve with the secretary of state's office in the state in which the S
corporation resides.

• Distribute all assets of the corporation to shareholders.

The Limited Liability Company (LIC)
A relativel y acv cteaumi,  the limited liability company (LLC) is, like an S corporation, a
cross between a partnership and a corporation. L.LCs, however, are not suhject to many of the
restrictions currently imposed on S corporations and offer more flexibility than S corporations.
For example, S corporations cannot have more than 75 shareholders, none of whom can be for-
eigners or corpora tions- S corporations are also limited to only one class of stock. LLCs elimi-
nate those restrictions. An LLC must have at least two owners(called "members'), but it offers
its owners limited liability without imposing any requirements on their characteristics or any
ceiling on their numbers. Unlike a limited partnership, which prohibits limited partners from
participating in the day-to-day management of the business, an LLC does not restrict its mem-
bers' ability to become involved in managing the company.

In addition to offering its members the advantage of limited liability. LLCs also avoid the
double taxation imposed on C corporations. Like an S corporation, an LLC does not pay
income taxes its income flows through to the members, who are responsible for paying income
taxes on their shares of the LLC's net income. Because they are not subject to the many restric-
tions imposed on other forms of ownership, LLCs offer entrepreneurs another significant
advantage: flexibility. Like a partnership, an LI.0 permits its members to divide income (and,
thus, tax liability) as they see fit.

These advantages make the LLC an ideal form of ownership for small companies in virtu-
ally an y industry---retail, wholesale, manufacturing, real estate, or service. Because they offer
the tax advantage of a partnership, the legal protection of a corporation, and maximum flexibil-
ity, t.1..Cs have become an extremel y popular form of ownership among entrepreneurs.

limited liability company
(LLC)—a reloavety new form of

oe'riers.sip that like an S
corporat ion, is a cross between a
partnership and a corporation; it
is not subject to many of the
restrictions imposed on S
corporations.

For Cccmple, Marman Flechei- launched uprofliabie parry planning and catering service in 1995 as 
a sole proprietorship. Her company, Letk Go Pasty, grew quickly, and Fletcher wanted to bring her I
daughter into the business as an owner Reviewing the advantages and disadvantages of each form
of ownership led Fletcher to crease an UC. 'We decided this was the best way to go for us," she
sass. "In case anything happens, m y daughter and/won't be liable for anything more than what we
base in'.'csted in the conipsmy uireadx" Fierchet who set up her LU' without the help of an attorney
for just $o, also found the LLCs tax treatment to be a major advantage for her and her daughter7,,.,,.

Creating an LLC is much like creating a corporation. Forming an LLC requires an entre- articles of organizationthe
preneur to file two documents with the secretary of state: the articles of organization and the dOcurPeilt that creates an LLC bV its

operating agreement. The LLC's articles of organization, similar to the corporation's articles name in thtdcfnscnagcmcnt.

of incorporation, actually creates the LLC by establishing its name and address, its method of 	 duration, and other details.
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operating agreement--the
document that establishes fbr on
LLC the provisions governing the
way it will conduct business.

management (board managed or member managed), its duration, and the names and addresses
of each organizer. In most states the company's name must contain the words "limited liabil-
ity company," 'limited company," or the letters "L.L.C." or "L.C." Unlike a corporation, an
LLC does not have perpetual life; in most states an LLC's charter may not exceed 30 years.
However, the same factors that would cause a partnership to dissolve would also cause the dis-
solution of an LLC before its charter expires.

The operating agreement, similar to a corporation's bylaws, outlines the provisions gov-
erning the way the LLC will conduct business, such as members' capital contributions to the
LI.C, the admission or withdrawal of members, distributions from the business, and how the
LLC will be managed. To ensure that their LLCs are classified as a partnership for tax pur-
poses, entrepreneurs must draft the operating agreement carefully. The operating agreement
must create an LLC that has more characteristics of a partnership than of a corporation to main-
tain this favorable tax treatment. Specifically, an LLC cannot have sity more than two -V .U- fol-
lowing four corporate characteristics:

I. Limited liability, Limited liabilit y exists if no member of the LLC is personally liable for the
debts or claims against the company. Because entrepreneurs choosing this form of Ownership
usually do so to et limited liability protection, the operating agreement almost always contains
this characteristic.

1 Contjnu it-s of life. Continuity of life exists if the compan y continues to exist in spite of changes
in stock ownership. To avoid continuity of life, any LLC member must have the power to dis-
solve the company. Most entrepreneurs choose to omit this characteristic from their LLC's
Operating agreements.

3. Free iransfernhilire of interest. Frce transferability of interest exists if each LLC member has
the powei to rrarisfe,r his or her ownership to another person freely and without the consent of
other members. To avoid this characteristic, the operating agreement must state that a recipient
of a member's 1.LC stock cannot become a substitute member without the consent of the
remaining members.

4. Centralized management Centralized management exists if a group that does not include all
LLC members has the authority to make management decisions and to conduct company busi-
ness. To avoid this characteristic, the operating agreement must state that the company elects to
be "member managed."

Despite their universal appeal to entrepreneurs. LLCs suffer some disadvantages. They
can be expensive to create, often costing between $1,500 and $5,000. Although an LLC
may be ideally suited for an entrepreneur launching anew company, it may pose problems
for business owners considering converting an existing business to an LLC. Switching to
an LLC from a general partnership, a limited partnership, or a sole proprietorship by
reorganizing to bring in new owners is usually not a problem. However, owners of corpo-
rations and S corporations would incur large tax obligations if they converted their com-
panies to LLCs.

To date, the biggest disadvantage of the LLC stems from its newness. However, every state
now recognizes the LI.0 as a legal form of ownership, and the Uniform Limited Liability Act
exists at the federal level.

The Professional Corporation

Professional corporations are designed to offer professionals—lawyers, doctors, dentists,
accountants, and others—the advantages of the corporate form of ownership. They are ide-
ally suited for professionals, who must always be concerned about malpractice lawsuits,
because they offer limited liability. For example, if three doctors formed a professional
corporation, none of them would be IiabI for the others' n'iaipiuciicc. (01' course, each
would be liable for his or her own actions.) Owners create a professional corporation in the
same way as a regular corporation Such corporations are often identified by the abbrevia-
tions P.C. (professional corporation), P.A. (professional association), or S.C. (service cor-
poration), A professional corporation has the following additional limitations beyond the
standard corporation:
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(Jonsultant . ,. :	 Policy to cover the Knys1fl. case a child is. injured ata
party, If their bugineis plan is accurate, the Kinseys will

Which Form Is Best?	
cam S sniall profit to their first year (about $1,500), and a
more attractive profit of $16,000 in their second year of

Watoma Kinsey and her daughter Katthitt are about to
operation. Within five years, they expect their company to

launch a business that specializes in 
children's parties. generate as much as $50,000 in profits. The Kinscys have

Their target audience is upscale families who want to IhXOW 
agreed to split the profits—and the worxd—equally.

unique, memorable parties to celebrate special occasions 	 if the business is as successful as they think it will be,
for their children between the ages of 5 and 15. The the Kinseys eventually want to franchise, their company.

Kinseys have leased a large building and have renovated it Iflat. however, is part of their tong-range plan. For now,
to include many features designed to appeal to kids, includ- they waist 

to perfect their business system and provethat it

tug special gym equipment a skating rink an obstacle I can be profitable before they try to duplicate It in the form

course, a mock-up of a pirate ship, shall crawl, and even a of franchises.
moveable haunted house. The y can offer sirnole birthdav	 As they move closer to the launch date for their business.

parties (cake and ice cream included) or special theme	
the Kinseys are reviewing the different forms of ownership.

ties as elaborate as the customer wants. Their company will
1 Which form(s) of ownership would you recommendto

provide magicians, clowns, comedians, jugglers, tumblers, 1 
he Kinseys. Explain.

and a variety of other entertainers. 
Watoina and Katrina have invested $45,000 each to get 2.

the business ready to launch. Paced on the quality of theid 	
ichform(sowrship would you recommend that

business plan and their preparation. the Kasseys have nego-
titM h,,,lr km.,• s,._i.	 ' J. c.

-	
n'rnt	 cis should the p y5 consider as they try to,

families, the Kinseys want to minimize their exposure to choose the form of ownership that is best for them?

• All shares of stock of the corporation must be owned and held by individuals liceosed in the pro-
fession of the corporation.

• At least one of the incorporators must be licensed in the profession.

• At least one director and one officer must he licensed in the profession.

• The articles of incorporation, in addition to all other requirements, must designate the personal
services to be provided by the corporation. -

• The professional corporation must obtain from the appropriate licensing board a certification that
declares the shares of stock are owned by individuals who are duly licensed in the profession.

The Joint Venture
A joint venture is very much like a partnership, except that it is formed for a Specific. liiiiited
purpose. For instance, suppose that you have a 500-acre tract of land 60 miles from Chicago
that has been cleared and is normally used in agricultural production You have a friend who
has solid contacts among major musical groups and would like to put on a concert. You
expect prices for your agricultural products to be low this summer, so you and your friend
form a Joint venture for the specific purpose of staging a three-day concert. Your contribution
will be the exclusive use of the land for one month, and your friend will provide sO the per-

formers as well as technicians, facilities, and equipment. All costs will be paid out of receipts
and the net profits will be split, with you receiving 20 percent for the use of your land. When
the concert is over, the facilities removed, and the accounting for all costs completed, you
and your friend split the profits 20-80, and the joint venture terminates.

In ahy endeavor in which neither p art y can effectively achieve the purpose alone, a joust
venture becomes a common form of ownership. The "partners" farm a new joint venture for
each new project they undertake. The income derived from a joint venture is taxed as if it 	 -	 - -

arose from a partnership.
Table 4.1 provides a summary of the key features of the major forms of ownership dis-

cussed in this chapter.
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Dissolves upon death. 	 Perpetual life
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ofa general nroser
(business ma,
continue)	 -

Moderate	 High

Poor to average	 High

Perpetual life	 Perpetual life

High	 Hugh

Hugh	 -	 High

High	 High	 High

Very high	 Moderate to high	 High

Must meet formal	 Must follow same	 Must meet formal
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specified by state	 corporation, then	 specified by state
law	 elect S status with 	 law
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Moderate

Moderate

No written
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required (but highly
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TABLE 4.1

Characteristics of the Major Forms of Ownership

Sole
Feature	 Proprietorahjp

Owner's personal 	 Lkalimited
liability

Number of owners

Unlimited for general
Partners

Limited for limited
partners

2 or more (at . Iest I
general partner

red

•	 Se raw: partners
pays at individual	 pay on their
rate	 proportional shares

at individual rate

Partnership	 C Corporation

Any number - -

Double tax:
corporation pays

	

tax and	 -	 -
shareholders pay
tax on dly$dends

39%	 --

Fully transferable

Limited

Maximum tax rate	 35%

Transferability of	 Fully transferable
ownership	 through We or

transfer of company
assets

Continuity ofbusiness Ends on death or
lrssarnsv of

prupriecor or upon
termination by
proprietor

Cost of formation	 Low

Liquidity of owners 	 Poor to average
investment in
business

Complexity of	 Extremely lw
formation	 -

Ability to raise capital Low

Formation procedure No special steps
required other than
buying necessary
Ecerwes

Limited Liability
S Corporation	 Company

Limited	 -Limited-

Maxthsuam of 75 (with 2 or more
restriction on who
they are)

Single tax owners pay Single taxi inesnbeu-s pay
- on their	 on their
proportional shares 	 proportional shares
at individual race	 at individual rate

35%	 35%

Transferable (but 	 Usually requires
transfer may affect	 consent of all
S status)	 members

35%

May require consent
of all partners

franchising--a system of
distribution in which semi-
independent business owners
(franchisees) boy frrv u'snd
royalties to a parent company
(franchiser) in return for the right
to become identified with its
trademark, to sell its products or
services. and often to use its
bus s-e— fos-mist and 3yszcm.

FRANCHISING

It is almost impossible to find a town or village that does not have a franchised business of

some type. The variety among these businesses is staggering. Most of us would immediately

identify the fast-food restaurants that exist in every community, but we may not so easily rec-
ognize franchises such as Service Master and Clean Net USA (commercial/rsidentia! contract
cleaning businesses) or Curves for Women, a women's fitness and weight loss center.

Today, approximately 4,500 franchisers operate more than 600,000 franchise outlets

throughout the world, and more are opening at an incredible pace. A new franchise opens
somewhere in the world every 6.5 minutes 18 Franchises account for 44 percent of all retail
sales, totaling more than $1 trillion, and they employ some 9 million people in more than 100
major industries. 9 Much of the popularity of franchising Stems from its abilit y to offer those
who lack business experience the chance to own and operate a business with a high probability

of success. This booming industry has moved far beyond the traditional boundaries of fast food

into fields as diverse as maid services and bakeries to computer sales and pet-sitting.

In franchising, semi-independent business owners (franchisees) pay fees and royalties to a

pioei.t cummispany (franchiser) in return for the right to become identified with its trademark, to sell
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IOUBe the
to absorb the dynamics of the buying and selling process.

C onsultantEach year her involvement in the business grew and so did
. . .	 her knowledge and love of antiques.

Louise chose to attend the Savannah School of Art and
Design where she was able to study the topics of her inter-

Tallman 's of Savannah I est in depth. The result was an expansion of her interest and
Louise Tailnian had always loved to dabble in antiques. To a the ability to "give back" a little to her mother and 'aunt in
large degree, this obsession could be traced to the hours she the form of new knowledge regarding the origin and use of
worked  with her mother and aunt in their exclusive European antiques.
Savannah, Georgia, antique shop. Her father had passed With graduation loans close at hand, the nextstepforLooise
away when I reuse' wan rvrt!y years old, and her mother and is an antique shop of her swans. With the assistance of the Small
aunt invested her father's insurance into the rent on a loca- Business Development Center she has developed a preliminary
tion in the historic district in Savannah and the initial inven- business plan that has helped her focus on the key questions
tory. Louise can still remember the "fight' years growing up I that she has not yet addressed. One of those key questions is
when the income from the business was not sufficient for about the best Icam of ownership for her new business.
her —,--the, to afford child care or any of the "litti gitr i What are the questions that you would pose to Louise in
experiences such asballet or piano lessons. The school bus order to help her select the form of ownership for her
dropped Louise off each afternoon at the store where she did antique shop? Explain the relevance of each question and
her homework, played house among the antiques, and began answer in determining the suggested form of ownership.

its products or services, and often to use its business fcwniat and system. Franchisees do not estab-
libh their own a,ltnnCaufloCs businesseh instead, they hCy a uccees package' front the franchisi
who shows them how to use it, Franchisees, unlike independent busines s owners, don't have the
freedom to change the way they run iheir businesses—for example, shiftin g ad-ersissng strategies
or adjusting product lines—but they do hare a formula for success that the rranchcvurr has worked
out. Most franchisers are selling a successful business model. Many juccossful fraachascrs claim
that neglecting to follow the formula is one of the chief reasons that franchisees tail.

For example, Anita Schlaehte,; co-owner of a highly successful .tlare a (automotiie services)

franchise with her husband and her son, is convtrice? that the s ystem thfraneh,ser tiuht them

.s the ke y to their compan y s progress and growth to date. The Sch jachters Jot/oat the fran-

chiser's plan, using it as a road map to success. If sou listen to whatvow- franchiser sa ys and

follow its policies and procedures, you Ii he sueceanful,' she says. 'Those who think they know

more s/iiald not go anus franchising.

---.-. —,

s. '-O•r.,'4'	 ' - 5u--

-	 Ar

In I 991. Gary Heavrn launched Curves,
a women-only fitness cnnrer.The torn-
puny began har.ch,sL "a in 995 ar,d now

har more than 6,000 francn]scd outlets
around the globe, snaking it one of the
fastest grafting (ranthises in the united
States.

Courreiy of Curves International
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Franchising is based on a continuing relationship between a franchiser and a franchisee. The
franchiser provides valuable services such as market research, a proven business system, name
recognition, and many other forms of assistance; in return, the franchisee pays an initial franchise
fee as well as an ongoing percentage of sales to the franchiser as royalties and agrees to operate the
outlet according to the franchiser's system. Because franchisers develop the business systems their
franchisees use and direct their distribution methods, they maintain substantial control over their
franchisees. This standardization lies at the core of franchising's success as a method of distribution.

TYPES OF FRANCHISING
There are three basic types of franchising: trade-name franchising, product distribution fran-
chising, and pure franchising. Trade-name franchising involves a brand name such as True
Value Hard'..s'arc or Wctci'u Auto. Here the franchisee purchases the right to use the franchiser's
trade name without distributing particular products exclusively under the franchiser's name.
Product distribution franchising involves a franchiser licensing a franchisee to sell specific
products under the franchiser's brand name and trademark through a selective, limited distribu-
tion network. This system is commonly used to mnssrket automobiles (Chevrolet, Oldsmobile.
Chrysler), gasoline products (Exxon, Sunoco, Texaco), soft drinks (Pepsi-Cola, Coca-Cola),
bicycles (Schwinn), appliances, cosmetics, and other products. These two methods of franchis-
ing allow franchisees to acquire some of the parent company's identity.

Pure (or comprehensive or business format) franchising involves providing the franchisee with
a complete business format, including a license for a trade name, the products or services to be
sold, the physical plant, the methods of operation. a marketing strategy plan, a quality control

S, a two-way communications system, and the necessar y business services. The franchisec
purchases the right to use all of the elements of a fully integrated business operation. Pure fran-
chising is the most rapidly growing of all types of franchising and is common among fast-food
restaurants, hotels, business service firms, car rental agencies, educational institutions, beauty aid
retailers, and many others. Although product and ti-ade-nasne franchises annually ring up rrirmre 51550

sales than pure franchisees, pure franchising outlets' sales are growing much taster.

THE BENEFITS OF BUYING A FRANCHISE
A franchisee gets the opportunity to own a small business relatively quickl y and, because of the
identification with an established product and brand name, a franchise often reaches the
breakeven point faster than an independent business would. Still, most new franchise outlets
don't break even for at least six to eighteen months.

Franchisees also benefit from the franchiser's buiness experience. In fact, experience is the
essence of what a franchisee is buying from a franchiser. Many entrepreneurs go into business
by themselves and make many costly mistakes. Olsen the thin marghi for error in the typical
start-up, a new business owner cannot afford to make many mistakes. In a franchising arrange-
ment, the franchiser already has worked out the kinks in the system by trial and error, and fran-
chisees benefit from that experience. .Frnchisers have climbed up the learning curve and can
share with franchisees the secrets of siic€ess the y have discovered in the industry. For many
"first-time" entrepreneurs, access to business models with a proven track record is the safest
way to own a business. One critical question every potential entrepreneur must ask is, "V/hat
can a franchise do for me that I cannot do for myself'?" The answer to this question will depend
on the entrepreneur's situation and is not as important as the systematic evaluation of the fran-
chise opportunity. After careful deliberati?n, one person may conclude that the franchise offers
nothing that she could not do independently, and another may decide that a franchise is the key
to success as a business owner. Franchisees often cite the following advantages:

Management Training and Support

Recall from Chapter I that one of the leading causes of business failure is incompetent manage-
ment. Franchisers are well aware of this and, in an attempt to reduce the number of franchise
casualties, offer managerial training programs to franchisees prior to opening a new outlet,

trade-name franchising—.a
system of franchising in which a
franchisee purchases the right to
use the franchiser's trade name
without distributing particular
products under the franchiser's
flame.

LQarnlng Objective

-'••	 •'_.:'

product distribution
franchising—a SysZeffi of
franchising in which o franchiser
licenses a franchisee to sell its
Products 

under the franchiser's
brand name and trademark
through a selective, limited
distribution network.

pure franchising—n system
of franchising in which a
franchiser sells a franchisee a
complete business format and
System.
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Many franchisers, especially the well-established ones, also provide follow-up training and
counseling services. This service is vital because most franchisers do not require a franchisee to
have experience in the business. These programs teach franchisees the details they need to know
for day-to-day operations as well as the nuances of running their businesses successfully.

Training programs often involve both classroom and on-site instruction to teach franchisees
the basic operations of the business. Before beginning operations. McDonald's franchisees spend
14 da ys in Illinois at Hamburger University where they learn everything from how to scrape the
grill correctly to the essential elements of managing a business with high community visibility
and great profit potential. Mancu franchisees spend four weeks at the company's he
delving into -a five-volume set of operations manuals and learning to run an auto services shop.
H & R Block trains its franchisees to unravel the mysteries of tax preparatbn, whereas Dunkin'
Donuts trains a franchisee for as long as five weeks in everything from accounting to dough niak-
ins. To ensure frani-hi.e's' conttnuedsuccess, many franchtse,s s0ppienicuui ikeir stan-up training
programs with ongoing Instruction and support. Franchisers offer these training programs
because they realize that their ultimate success depends on the franchisee's success.

Despite the positive features of training, inherent dangers exist in the trainer-trainee relationship.
Every would-be franchisee should be aware that, in some cases, "assistance" from the franchiser
tends to drill Into "control" over the franchisee's business. Also, some franchisers charge fees for their
training services, so franchisees should know exactl y what they are agreeing to, and what it costs.

Brand-Name Appeal

Licensed franchisees purchase the right to use a nationally known and advertised brand name
for a product or service 'Thus, frartchtsees have the ads'antage of identifying their businesses
with a widely recognized trademark, which usually provides a great deal of drawing power.
Customers recognize the identifying trademark, the standard symbols, the store design, and the
products of air franchise. Indeed, one of the basic tenets of franchising is cloning
the franchiser's success. For example, nearly everyone is familiar with the golden arches of
McDonald's or the red roof of the Red Roof Inn and the standard products and quality offered -
at each. A customer is confident that the quality and content of a meal at McDonald's in Fort
Lauderdale will be consistent with a meal at a San Francisco McDonald'. There is undoubt-
edly value in operating a franchise that has a positive brand reputation. Be equally aware, how-
ever, that the actions by the tranchiser or the actions of other franchisees can harm the value of
the brand name and, consequently, have a negative impact on your business. For example.
approximately ID years ago, one of the worst cases of E. co/i food poisoning ever recorded in
the United States hit western Washington. More than 800 people received treatment at local
hospitals. Four children died and many others were left with lifelong medical challenges. The
source of the food poisoning was undercooked, contaminated beef served at local fast-food
restaurants. This tragic event led to a drop in sales throughout the entire chain of restaurants.

Standardized Quality of Goods and Services

Becauo franchisees purchase a license to sell the franchiser's product or service and the privi-
lege of usioc the associated brand name, the quality of the goods or service sold determines the
franchiser's reputation. Building a sound reputation in business is not achieved quickly.
although destroying a good reputation takes no time at all. If some franchisees were allowed to
operate at substandard levels, the image of the entire chain would suffer irreparable damage;
therefore, franchisers normally demand compliance with uniform standards of quality and ser-
vice throughout the entire chain. In many cases, the franchiser conducts periodic inspections of
local facilities to assist in maintaining acceptable levels of performance.

For insranr-e, John Schnarter Jounder of Papa John's, afasi-growing pizza franchise, makes per-
sonal visits to some of hsJranchisees'swres four to five times each week to make sure they are
perfrirmi,i g up to the company's high qiwlits standards Franchisees sa y that Schnarter known
for his ahteflhlon to detail, often checks pizzas for ate bubbles in the crust or toronto sauce for
frc'.h.'ie';s. ",° j t: is Schnatrer c life, and he takes it sees serious/v, .cavs one industry analyst.
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Maintaining quality is so important that most franchisers retain the right to terminate
the franchise contract and to repurchase the outlet if the franchisee fails to comply with
established standards.

National Advertising Programs

An effective advertising program is essential to the success of virtually all franchise
operations. Marketing a brand-name product or service over a wide geographic area requires a
far-reaching advertising campaign. A regional or national advertising program benefits all
franchisees. Normally, such an advertising campaign is organized and controlled by the fran-
chiser. It is financed by each franchisee's contribution of a percentage of monthly sales,
usually 1 to 5 percent, or a flat monthly fee. For example, Subway franchisees must pay 3.5
percent of gross revenues to the Subway national advertising program. These funds are pooled
and used ftr a cooperative advcrtisirg prograTi, which hiss inure impacL than if the franchisees
spent the same amount of money separately.

Many franchisers also require franchisees to spend a minimum amount on local advertising.
To supplement their national advertising efforts, both Wendy's and Burger King require fran-
chisees to spend at least 3 percent of gross sales on local advertising. Some franchisers assist
each franchisee in designing and producing its local ads. Many companies help franchisees cre-
ate promotional plans and provide press releases and advertisements for grand openings.

Financial Assistance

Because they rely on their franchisees' money to grow their businesses, franchisers typically do
not provide any extensive financial help for franchisees. Fmachirerr TaSCiy make loans to
enable franchisees to pay the initial franchise fee. However, once a franchiser locates a suitable
prospective franchisee, it may offer the qualified candidate direct financial assistance in spe-
cific areas, such as purchasing equipment, inventory, or even the franchise fee. Because the
start-up costs of some franchises are already at breathtaking levels, some franchisers find that
they must offer direct financial assistance.

._ For example, US Franchise Systems, franchiser of Micmtel inn and Hawthorn Suites hotels, has
set up a subsidiary, US Funding Corporation, that makes available to its franchisees $200 million

= in construction and mortgage financing. Not only has the in-hosaefinancing program cur the time
required to open a new hotel franchise, but it aiso has accelerated the franchise's growth rate. 12

Nearly half of the International Franchise Association's members indicate that they offer
some type of financial assistance to their franchises; however, only one-fourth offer direct
financial assistance. In most instances, financial assistance from franchisers takes a form other
than direct loans, leases, or short-term credit. Franchisers usually are willing to assist qualified
franchisees in establishing relationships with banks, private investors, and other sources of
funds. Such support and connections from the franchiser enhance a franchisee's credit standing
because lenders recognize the lower failure rate among established franchises.

Preferred relationships between lenders and franchisers can be critical because finding
financing for a franchise can be challenging, just like attracting Capital for any business start-up.

For instance, when Jana Sappenfield began searching for $1.6 million of the $1.9 million
needed to purchase a Primrose School franchise, the franchiser helped her connect with
Newcourt/AT&T a Small Business Administration-certified lender that has established pre-
ferred relationships with about 25 different franchised companies. "They were familiar with
Primrose," says Sappenfield, so no time ws wasted researching or approving the franchiser."
Because Primrose School had already accepted Sappenfield 's application for a franchise, her
loan request sailed easily through Newrou ri/AT&T's approval process. "We know thc load
ership and have an understanding of the selection criteria at the franchises we work with
regularly," says a top executive at Newcourt/AT&T. "Consequently, when an approved loan
application comes in from a (preferred franchise), we are certain the candidate is qualified."
Sappenfield's first Primrose School franchise was so successful that she has since purchased
a second one.13
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Proven Products and Business Formats

What a franchisee essentially purchases is a franchiser's experience, expertise, and products. A
franchise owner does not have to build the business from scratch. Instead of being forced to rely
solely on personal ability to establish a business and attract a clientele, a franchisee can depend
on the methods and techniques of an established business. These standardized procedures and
operations greatly enhance the franchisee's chances of success and avoid the most inefficient
type of learning--trial and error. in addition, a franchisee does not have to struggle for recog-
nition in the local marketplace as much as an independent owner might.

Centralized Buying Power

A significant advantage a franchisee has a an independent small business owner is partici-
pation in the franchiser's centralized and large-volume buying power. If franchisers sell goods
and supplies to franchisees (not all do), they may pass on to franchisees any cost savings from
quantity discounts they earn by buying in volume. For example, it is unlikely that a small, inde-
pendent ice cream parlor could match the bu yin g power of Ba',kin-Robbins with its 4,500-plus
retail ice cream stores. In many instances, economies of scale simply preclude the independent
owner from competing head-to-head with a franchise operation.

Site Selection and Territorial Protection

A proper location is critical to the success of any small business, and franchises are no exception.
In fact, franchise experts consider the three niosi important factors in franchising to be location,

locution, and location. Becoming affiliated with a franchiser may be the best way to get into prime
locations. Man y franchisers will make an extensive location analysis for each new outlet, including
researching traffic patterns, zoning ordinances, accessibility, and population density. McDonald's,
for example, is well known for its ability to obtain prime locations in high-traffic areas. Although
choosing a location is the franchisees responsibility, the franchiser usually reserves the right to
approve the final site. Choosing a suitable location requires a location analysis, including studies of
traffic patterns, zoning ordinances, accessibility, population density, and demographics.

Some franchisers offer franchisees territorial protection, which gives existing franchisees the
right to exclusive distribution of brand name goods or services within a particular geographic
area. A clause establishing such a protective zone that bars other outlets from the same franchise
area gives franchisees significant protection and security. The size of a franchisee's territory
varies from industry to industry. For example, one national fast-food restaurant agrees not to
license another franchisee within a mile and one-half of existing locations. But one soft-serve ice
cream franchiser defines its franchisees' territories on the basis of zip code designations. The
purpose of such protection is to prevent an invasion of the existing franchisee's territory and the
accompanying dilution of sales. As existing markets have become increasingly saturated with
franchise outlets, the placement of new outlets has become a source of friction between fran-
chisers and franchisees. Existing franchisees charge that franchisers are encroaching on their
territories by granting new franchises so close to them that their sales are diluted. Although
most franchises offer their franchisees some type of territorial protection, be absolutely sure
that the tet-iitorial protection clause is specific and enforceable.

Greater Chance for Success

Investing in a franchise is not risk free. Between 200 and 300 new franchise companies enter
the market each year, and not all of them survive. But available statistics suggest that frunehis-
ing is less risky than building a business from the ground up. General statistics are useful, but
themost valuable numbers are the percentages of successful franchises for any specific busi-
ness opportunity. Historically, the success rates among franchises are higher than r1onfranchise
start-ups. This success rate for franchises is attributed to the broad range of services, assistance,
and support the franchiser provides. Any statistics regarding the success of a given franchise
roust he interpreted. howevei For example, sometimes when a franchise is in danger of failing,
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4-1111. Explain the
drawbacks of buying a
franchise,

the franchiser often repurchases or relocates the outlet and does not report it as a failure. As a
result, some franchisers boast of never experiencing a failure.

The risk involved in purchasing a franchise in the final analysis is largely dependent on the
entrepreneur's managerial skills and motivation, and on the franchiser's business experience
and system. In light of this risk, many franchise owners prefer the feeling of 'not being in this
alone" and are convinced that franchising has been a crucial part of their Success.

THE DRAWBACKS OF BUYING A FRANCHISE

Obviously, the benefits of franchising can mean the difference between success and failure for a small
business. However, the franchisee must sacrifice some freedom to the franchiser. The prospective
franchisee must explore other limitations of franchising before undertaking this form of ownership

-	 22

Franchise Fees and Profit Sharing
Virtually all franchisers impose some type of fees and demand a share of the franchisee's sales

return for the use of the franchiser's jianie, products or services, and business sys-
tens. The fees and the initial capital requirements vary among different franchisers, even among
those in similar industries. For example, Subway reports start . up cost of $52,000–$191,000,
Quizijo's S208,400–$243,800, Sonic Drive-In Restaurant $288,100-1,200,000, Hardee's
$770.800–$l,100,000, McDonald's $489,900–$1,500,000, and Taco Bell $3,000,000. These
start-up cost are influenced by the cost of land and construction.

Start-up costs for franchises often include numerous additional fees. Most franchises impose
a franchise fee up front for the right to usc the company name. Othei start-up costs might
include site purchase and preparation, construction, signs, fixtures, equipment, management
assistance, and training. Some franchise fees include these costs whereas others do not. For
example. Closets by Design, a company that designs and installs closet and garage organizers,
entertainment centers, and home office systems, charges a franchise fee ranging front
to $34,900, which includes both a license for an exclusive territory and management training
and support. Before signing any contract, a prospective franchisee should determine the total
cost of a franchise, something every franchiser is required to disclose in item 10 of its Uniform
Franchising Offerin g Circular (see "Franchising and the Law" later in this chapter).

Franchisers also impose continuing royalt y fees as profit-sharing devices. The royalty usually
involves a percentage of gross sales with a required minimum or a flat fee levied on the franchise.
Royalty fees range front percent to 11 percent although most franchises assess a rate between 3
percent and 7 percent. The Atlanta Bread Company, for example, charges franchisees a royalt y of 5
percent of gross ,sales. which is payable weekly. These ongoing ro yalties can increase a franchisee's
overhead expenses significantly. Because the franchiser's royalties and fees are calculated as a per-
centage of a franchisee's sales, the franchiser gets paid—even if the franchisee fails to earn a profit.
Sometimes unprepared franchisees discover (too late) that a franchiser's royalties and fees are the
equivalent of tb' normal profit margin for a franchise. 'To avoid such problems, a prospective fran-
chisee should find out which fees are required (some are merely recommended) and then determine
which services and benefits the fees cover. One of the best wa y s to do this is to itemize what you are
getti rtg for your mone y and then determine whether the cost corresponds to the benefits provided.
Be sure to gel the deta i ls on all expenses—aniount, time of payment, and financing arrangements:
find out which hems, if any, are included in the initial franchise fee arid which ones are "extra." Even
owning a high-profile franchise such as McDonald's does not guarantee success. In fact, 8 percent of
McDonald's franchisees sell their rights back to the company under financial stress. t4

Strict Adherence to Standardized Operations
Although the franchisee owns the business:, she does not have the autonomy of an independent
owner. To protect its public image, the franchiser requires that the franchisee maintain certain
operating standards. It a franchise constantly fails to meet the minimum standards established
for the business, the franchiser mOv terminate its license. Determinin g compliance with stan-
dards is usually accomplished b y perindi: inspections. At tmes, strict adherence to franchise
standards may become a burden to the franchisee. The owner may believe that the written
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reports the franchiser demands require an excessive amount of time. In other instances, the
owner may be required to enforce specific roles she believes are inappropriate or unfair.

Restrictions on Purchasing

In the interest of maintaining quality standards, franchisees may be required to purchase products,
special equipment, or other items from the franchiser or from an "approved" supplier. For example
Kentucky Fried Chicken requires that franchisees use only seasonings blended by a particular com-
pany because a poor image could result from franchisees using inferior products to cut costs. Under
some conditions, such purchase arrangements may be challenged in court as a violation of antitrust
laws, but generally franchisers have a legal right to see that franchisees maintain acceptable quality
standards. A franchiser may legally set the prices paid for the products it sells but may not establish
the retail prices to be charred on nm11sct oI1 1w th franchisee. A franchiser ca suggest retcil
prices for the franchisee's products and services but cannot force the franchisee to abide by them.

Limited Product Line

In most cases, the franchise agreement stipulates that the franchise can sell only those products
approved by the franchiser. Unless willing to risk license cancellation, a franchisee must avoid
selling any unapproved products through the franchise.

A franchise may be required to carry an unpopular product or be prevented from introducing a
desirable one by the franchise agreement. A franchisee's freedom to adapt a product line to local mar-
ket conditions is restricted. But some franchisers solicit product suggestions from their franchisees.

a McDonald 's franchisee, Herb Peterson, created the highly successful Egg McMuffi
while experimenting with a Teflon-coated egg ring that gave fried eggs rounded corners and a
poached appearance. Peterson put his round eggs on English muffins, adorned them with
Canadian bacon and melted cheese, and showed his creation to McDonald's chief Ray Kmc.
Kroc devoured two of them and was sold on the idea when Peterson's wife suggested the catchy
name. In 1975, McDonald's became the first fast-food franchise to open its doors for breakfast,
and the Egg McMuffin became a staple on the breakfast menu. 15

Unsatisfactory Training Programs

Every would-be franchisee must be waxy of the unscrupulous franchi ser who promises exten-
sive services, advice, and assistance but delivers nothing. For example, one owner relied on the
franchiser to provide what had been described as an "extensive, rigorous training program"
after paying a handsome technical assistance fee. The program was nothing but a set of pam-
phlets and do-it-yourself study guides. Other examples include those impatient entrepreneurs
who paid initial franchise fees without investigating the business and never heard from the fran-
chiser again. Although disclosure rules have reduced the severity of the problem, dishonest
characters still thrive on unprepared prospective franchisees.

Market Saturation

As the owners of many fast-food and yogurt and ice cream franchises have discovered, market
saturation is a very real danger. Although some franchisers offer franchisees territorial protec-
tion, others do not. Territorial encroachment has become a hotly contested issue in franchising
as growth-seeking franchisers have exhausted most of the prime locations and are now setting
up new franchises in close proximity to existing ones. In some areas of the country, franchisees
are upset, claiming that their markets are oversaturated and their sales are suffering.

Less Freedom

When franchisees sign a contract, they agree to sell the franchiser's product or service by fol-
lowing its prescribed formula. This feature of franchising is the source of the system's success,
but it also gives many frar,chisccs the feeling that they arc reporting to a "boss.' Franchisers
want to ensure success, and most monitor their franchisees' performances closely to make sure
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franchisees foftow the system's specifications. Strict uniformity is the rule rather than the excep-
tion. Entrepreneurs who want to be their own hossesoften are disappointed with a franchise
because highly Independent, "go-my-own-way" individuals may find a conflict in basic philoso-
phy with a go-by-the-rules" franchise contract. Table 4.2 describes JO myths of franchising.

FRANCHISING AND THE LAW.
The franchising boom spearheaded by McDonald's and others in the late 1950s brought with it
many prime investment opportunities. However, the explOsion of legitimate franchises also

ushered in with it numerous fly-by-night franchisers who defrauded their franchisees, In
response to these specific incidents and to the potential for deception inherent in a franchise

TABLE 4.2

IC Myths of Franchising 	 Myth #1, Frainchising Is the safest way to go into buasneas because franchises never fall. Although
the failure rate for franchises is lower than that of independent businesses, there are no guarantees of success.

Sources: Adapted from Andrew A. 	 Franchises can—end do—fall. Potential franchisees mutt exercise the same degree of caution in judging the risk
CaSey, '1 hems More to a franchise	 of a franchise as they would any other business_
Than Meets she Eye. Entrepreneur,

..........'r .. . Andrew A.	 Myth #2. I'll be able to open my franchise for less money, than the franchiser estimates, Launching
Caffey,"Myth vs. Reality. Entrepreneur, 	 a business, including a franchise, normally takes more money and mare time than e.ntreprc.•scurs catkn5te. ac

.:	 .....,."n	 . .' '..	 I prepinred. One f rschtis of a retail c liasalee score sdvisesif a irsncnsaer tells, you you'll need $100,000 to
rcheh Cheng."OoYu	 get started, you better have $150,000."

Myth #3. The bigger the franchise organization, the more successful I'll b, Bier is not always

Corennon Mistakes Made by Franchise	 better in the franchise Industry. Some of the largest franchise operstlpns are struggling to maintain their

Biyer,. F,nnclsse Dror	 growth rates because the best location, are already taken. Market saturation is a significant problem for many
large franchises, and smaller fnnchises are accounting for much of the growth In the industry.

Myth #4. I'll use 80 percent of the franchiser', business system, but Ill Improve on It by
substituting my, experience and kflow.how.When franchisees buy a franchise, they are buying, in essence,
the franchiser's experience and know.Kow.Why pay all of that money to a franchiser if you aren't willing to use
its system?

Myth #5. All franchise, ae the same. each franchise has its own unique requirements, procedures, and
culture. Naturally, some will suit you better than others. Avoid the tendency to select the franchise offering the
lowest cost uk the franchiser and existing franchisees Iota of questions to determine whether you'l l be
comfortable in that system.

Myth #6. I don't have to be a 't oot' manegelt I can be an absentee owner and still be very

successful. Most franchisers shy sway from absentee ownertlh.y knew that franchise success require, Iota
of hands-on attention, and she owner is the best person to provide that.

Myth #1, Anyone can be a satisfied, successful franchise owner.With snore than 4.500 franchises
available, the odds of finding a franchise that appeals to your tastes is high. However, not everyone is cut out to
be a frsnchsee.Those "free spirits" who insist on doing things their way will most likely be miserable In a
franchise.

Myth 1118. Franchising Is the cheapest way to get into business for yos.reelf. Although bargains d
exist in fnnchising, the rire tag fr buying iflto :o..c systems in breaJisakisig, someraine, running into several
hundreds of thousands of dollth. Franchisers look for candidates who are on solid financial footing.

Myth 99. The franchiser will solve my business problems for me; after all, that's why I pay an
ongoing royalty. Although franchiser, offer franchisees start-up and ongoing training programs, they will not
ran their franchisees' businesses for then,'Your Job is to take the formula that the franchiser hats _
make It work in your location. Exoect to solve many of your own problem:.

Myth #10. Once I open my franchise, I'll be able to run things the way I want to. Franchisees are
not free to run their businesses any way, they see fit Every franchisee signs a contract that requires him or her
to run the business according to the franchiser's reqoiremnenta. franchisees who violate the terms of that
agreement run the risk of having their franchise relationship canceled,
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relationship, California in 1971 enacted the first Franchise Investment Law. The law (and those
of 16 other states that have since passed similar laws) requires franchisers to register a Uniform
Franchise Offering Circular (UFOC) and deliver a copy to prospective franchisees before
any offer or sale of a franchise. The IJFOC establishes full disclosure guidelines for any com-
pany selling franchises.

In October 1979, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) enacted the Trade Regulation Rule,
requiring all franchisers to disclose detailed information on their operations at the first personal
meeting, or at least 10 days before a franchise contract is signed, or before any money is paid.
The FTC rule covers all franchisers, even those in the 33 states lacking franchise disclosure
laws. The purpose of the regulation is to assist the potential franchisee's investigation of the
franchise deal and to introduce consistency into the franchiser's disclosure statements. In 1994,
the FTC modified the requirements for the .LJFOC, making more information available to
prospective franchisees and making the document shorter and easier to read and understand.
The FTC's philosophy is not so much to prosecute abusers as to provide information to
prospective franchisees and help them make intelligent decisions. Although the FTC requires
each franchiser to provide a potential franchisee with this information, it does not verify its
accuracy. Prospective franchisees should use. these data only as a starting point fur the investi-
gation. The Trade Regulation Rule requires a franchiser to include 23 major topics in its disclo-
sure statement:

Uniform Franchise
Offering Circular
(UFOC)—a document that
every franchiser is required by
low to give prospective
franchisees before any offer or
sate of a franchise; it outlines 23
important pieces of information.

1. Information identifying the franchiser and its affiliates and describing their business experience
and the franchises being sold.

2. Information identifying and describing the business experience of each of the franchiser's offi-
cers, directors, and management personnel responsible for the franchise program.

3. A description of the lawsuits in which the franchiser and its officers, directors, and managers
have been involved. Although most franchisers will have been involved in some type of liti-
gation, an excessive number of lawsuits, particularly if they relate to the same problem, is
alarming.

4. information about any bankruptcies in which the franchiser and its officers, directors, and man-
agers have been involved.

5. Information about the initial franchise fee and other payments required to obtain the franchise,
includinp the intended use of the fees. Initial fees typically range from $10,000 to 550,000.

6 A description of any continuing payments franchisees are required to make after start-up,
including royalties, service fees, training fees, lease payments, advertising or marketing
charges, and others.

7. A detailed description of the payments a franchisee must make to fulfill the initial investment
requirement and how and to whom they are made. The categories covered are the initial fran-
chise fee, equipment. opening inventory, initial advertising fee, signs, training, real estate, work-
ing capital, legal, accounting, and utilities. These estimates, usually stated in the form of a range
of numbers, give prospective franchisees an idea of how much their total start-up costs will be.

8. Information about quality restrictions on goods, services, equipment, supplies, inventory, and
other items used in the franchise and where franchisees may purchase them, including restricted
purchases from the franchiser.

9. A statement on tabular form) of the franchisee's obligations under the franchise contract,
including items such as selecting a site, paying fees, maintaining quality standards, keeping
records, transferrin g or renewing the franchise relationship, and othars.

10. A description of any financial assistance available from the franchiser in the purchase of the
franchise.

11. A description of all obligations the franchiser must fulfill in helping a franchisee prepare to
open. open, and operate a unit plus information covering location selection methods and the
trainingprogram prpvtded to franchisees,. In addition to the Uiiuiig the provide new fran-
chisees. many franchisers offer help with a grand opening for each outlet and on-site manage-
snent assistance for a short time to get franchisees started.

12. A description of any territorial protection that will be granted to the franchise and a statement
as to whether the franchiser may locate a compan y -owned store or other outlet in that territory,

13. All relevant information about the franchiser's trademarks, service marks, trade names, logos,
and commercial s ymbols, including where they are registered. Look for a strong trade or ser-
vice mark that is registered with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
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14. Similar information on any patents and copyrights the franchiser owns and the rights to these
transferred to franchisees,

15. A description of the extent to which franchisees must participate personally in the operation of the
franchise. Many franchisers look for "hands-on" franchisees and discourage "absentee owners."

16. A description of any restrictions on the goods or services franchises are permitted to sell and
with whom franchisees may deal. The agreement usually restricts franchisees to selling only
those items approved by the franchiser.

17. A description of the conditions under which the franchise may be repurchased or refused
renewal by the franchiser, transferred to a third party by the franchisee, and terminated or mod-
ified by either party. This section also addresses the method established for resolving disputes.

18. A description of the involvement of celebrities and public figures in the franchise.
19. A complete statement of the basis for any earnings claims made to the franchisee, including the

percentage of existing franchises that have actually achieved the results that are claimed. New
roles put two requircmc.nts UI, limiehisers maKing earnings claims: (a) Any earnings claim must
be included in the UFOC, and (b) the claim must "have a reasonable basis at the time it is
made." However, franchisers are not required to make any earnings claims at alt; in fact, only
about 25 percent of franchisers make earnings claims in their circulars, primarily because of lia-
bility concerns about committing such numbers to paoer.

2u. Statistical information about the present number of franchises, the number of franchises pro-
jected for the future, the number of franchises terminated, the number the franchiser has not
renewed, the number repurchased in the past, and a list of the names and addresses (organized
by State) of other franchisees in the system,

21. The franchiser's financial statements,
22. A copy of all franchise and other contracts (leases, purchase agreements, etc.) the franchisee

will be reqoired to sign.

23. A standardized, detachable "receipt" to prove that the prospective franchisee received a copy of
the UJFOC

The information contained In the UFOC does not fully protect a potential franchise from
deception, nor does it guarantee success. It does, ho-sever, provide enough information to begin
a thorough investigation of the franchiser and the franchise deal.

THE RIGHTWAYTO BUYA FRANCHISE
4. Disesiss the ht
WW to - a rsnthie.

The LFOC is a powerful tool designed to help woulube franchisees select the franchise that is
night for them and to avoid being duped by dishonest franchisers. The best defenses a prospec-
tive entrepreneur has against Unscrupulous franchisers are preparation. common sense, and
patience. By investigating thoroughly before investing in a franchise, a potential franchisee
minimizes the risk of being hoodwinked into a nonexistent business. Asking the right questions
and resisting the urge to rush into an investment decision helps a potential franchisee avoid
being taken by unscrupulous operators.

Potential franchisees must beware because franchise fraud still exists in this rapidly growing
field. A recent conference of state securities regulators named "illegal franchise offers" as one
of the top lO financial frauds in the United States) 5 The president of one franchise consulting
firm estimates that 5 to 10 percent of franchisers are dishonest--"the rogue elephants of fran-
chising ." Dishonest franchisers tend to follow certain patterns, and well-prepared franchisees
who know what to look for can avoid trouble. The following clues should arouse the suspicion
of an entrepreneur about to invest in a franchise:

• Claims that the franchise contract is a standard one and that " you don't need to read it."
• A franchiser who fails to give you a copy of the required disclosure document at your first face-

to-face meeting.

• A margtnally successful prototype store or no prototype at all.

• A poorly prepared operations manual outlining the franchise system or no manual (or no sys-
tem) at all.

• Oral promises of future earnings without written documentation.

• A high franchisee turnover rate or a high termination rate.
• An unusual amount of litigation brought against the franchiser.
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• Attempts to discourage you from allowing an attorney to evaluate the franchise contract before
you sign it.

• No written documentation to support claims and promises.

• A high-pressure sale—sign the contract now or lose the opportunity.

is Claiming to be exempt from federal laws requiring complete disclosure of franchise details.

is "Get-rich-quick schemes; promises of huge profits with only minimum effort,

• Reluctance to provide a list of present franchisees for you to interview.

is Evasive, vague answers to your questions about the franchise and its operation.

Not every franchise 'horror story" is the result of dishonest franchisers. More often than not,
the problems that arise in franchising have more to do with franchisees who buy legitimate
franchises without proper research and analysis. They end up in businesses they don't enjoy
and that they are not well suited to operate. How can you avoid this mistake? The following
steps will help you make the right choice:

Evaluate Yourself

Before looking at any frrmehise, entrepreneurs should study their own traits, goals, espenence, likes,
dislikes, risk orientation, income requirements, time and family commitments, and other character-
istics. Will you be comfortable working in a structured environment? What kinds of franchises fit
your desired lifestyle? In what region of the country or world do you want to live and work? What is
your ideal job description? Knowing what you enjoy doing (and what you don't want to do) will
nelp you narrow your search. The goal is to find the franchise that is right—for you! One character-
istic successful franchisees have in common is that they genuinely enjoy their work. Table 4.3 pro-
vides a test for prosnecttve franchisees that helps them evaluate their franchise potential.

Research Your Market

Before shopping for a franchi
se, research the market in the area you plan to serve. How fast is

the overall area growing? In which areas is that growth occurring fastest? Investing some time
at the library developing a profile of the customers in your target area is essential: otherwise,
you will be flying blind. Who are your potential customers? What are their characteristics?
Their income and education levels? What kinds of products and services do they buy? What
gaps exist in the market? These gaps represent potential franchise opportunities for you. Market
research also should confirm that a franchise is not merely part of a fad that will quickly fade.
Steering clear of fads and into long-term trends is one way to sustain the success of a franchise.

Before Papa John's Pizza allows franchisees to open any store, it requires them to spend six
months to a year evaluating the market potential of the local area. 'We don 't just move into an
area and open up 200 stores," says one manager. "We do it one store at a time."7

ConsiderYour Franchise Options

The International Franchise Association publishes the Franchise Opportunities Guide, which lists its
members and some basic information about them. Many cities host franchise trade shows through-
out the year, where hundreds of franchisers gather to sell their franchises. Attending one of these
franchise showcases is a convcnicnt, efficient -way to  collect ijifomitisitiuti about a variety of available
opportunities. Many small business magazines such as Entrepreneur, Inc., FSB, and others devote at
least one issue to franchising, where they often lists hundreds of franchises. These guides can help
you find a suitable franchise within your price range.

Get a Copy of the Franchiser's UFOC

Once you narrow down your franchise choices, you should contact each franchise and get a
copy of its UFOC. Then read it This document is an important tool in your search for the right
franchise, and you should make the most of it. When evaluating a franchise opportunity, what
should a potential franchisee look for? Although there's never a guarantee of success, the fol-
lowing characteristics make a franchise stand Out:
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franchisee turnover rate—
the rate at which finchisees
leave a franchise system.

• A unique concept or marketing approach. "Me-too" franchises are no more successful than "me-
too" independent businesses. Pizza franchiser Papa John's has achieved an impressive growth rate
by emphasizing the quality of its ingredients, whereas Domino's is known for its fast delivery.

• Profitability. A franchiser should have a track record of profitability and so should its fran-
chisees, If a franchiser is not profitable, its franchisees are not likely to be either. Franchisees
who follow the business format should expect to earn a reasonable rate of return.

• A registered trademark. Name recognition is difficult to achieve without a well-known and pro-
tected trademark.

• A business s ystem that works. A franchiser should have in place a system that is efficient and is
well documented in its manuals.

• A solid training program. One of the most valuable components of a franchise system is the
training it offers franchisees. The system should be relatively easy to teach.

• Affordability. A franchisee shraild not have to take on art excenavc amount of debt Lu ptucheac a
franchise. Being forced to borrow too much money to open a franchise outlet can doom a busi-
ness from the outset. Respectable franchisers verify prospective franchisees' financial qualifica-
tions as pan of the screening process.

• A positive relationship ss'ith franchisees. The most successful franchises are those that see their
franchisees as partners - . . and treat them accordingly.

The UFOC covers the 23 items discussed in the previous section and includes a copy of the
company's franchise agreement and any contracts accompanying it. Although the law requires
a UFOC to be written in plain English rather than "legalese," it is best to have an attorney expe-
rienced in franchising to review the UFOC and discuss its provisions with you. Watch for
c!aoses that give the franchiser absoluLe control nod discretion. The franchise contract summa.
razes the details that will govern the franchiser–franchisee relationship over its life. It outlines
exactl y the rights and the obligations of each party and sets the guidelines that govern the fran-
chise relationship. Because franchise contracts typicaily are long tel-rn (50 percent run for 15
years or moie), it is extremely important for prospective franchisees to understand the terms
before they sign the contract,

One of the most revealing items in the UFOC is the franchisee turnovererate, the rate at
which franchisees leave the system. If the turnover rate is less than 5 percent, the franchise is
probably sound. However, a franchise tu rnover rate approaching 20 percent is a sign of serious,
underlying problems in a franchise. Satisfied franchisees are not inclined to leave a successful
system.

Talk to Existing Franchisees

One of the best ways to evaluate the reputation of a franchiser is to interview (in person) several
franchise owners who have been in business at least one year about the positive and the nega-
tive features of the agreement and whether the franchiser delivered what was promised. Did the
franchise estimate their start-up costs accurately? Do they get the support the franchiser
promised them? Has the franchise met their expectations concerning profitability and return on
investment? Knowing what they know now, would they bu y the franchise again?

sEonW.mI Bob Phillips, a CPA looking to make a career change, wanted to make cure that he purchased
the right franchise, so he invested time poring over the UFOCs he had collected from the dozen
Jranehise.s that interested him. Rather than rely on the documents alone to judge the franchises,
Phillips 'node calls to franchisees that he randomly selected from the lists included in the
(JF005 (item 20). His conversations with franchisees convinced him that Ranch 1. a chain of
fast-food grilled chicken stores, was the best choice for him. "Almost every one wanted a sec-
ond locution; he sa ys. "That's indicative of a healthy franchise system." Phi/lips is convinced
that his thorough research led him to the rightfranchise. Today he owns two Ranch ifranchises
that generate more than $2 oil/lion in sales, and he plans to open eight more outlets within
three years.
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Othosepeoplewhosetouetobuyafranchise.only ls percent actually buy oft. Some ofthat 15 percent make

the wrong derision.They discover too late that they are not cut out to be franchisees. Do you have what it takes

to be a successful franchisee? The following quiz will help you determine your "franchise quotIent'

You own a consparsy. Have much operational detail are you comfortable with?

a. I want direct control over all operations.

b. I delegate less than half.

c. I delegate more than half

2. You have three job offers with comparable salary and benefits. Choose one.

a. Small company but high management responsibility and exposure.

Is. Midsized company with less personal exposure but more prestigious name.

t. Large company with least personal exposure but very well-known name-

3. You reach a major stumbling block on a proiect.You:

a. Seek help from others immediately.

b. Think it through and then present possible solutims to your superior.

c. Keep working until you resolve It on your own.

4. Whirls in	 wst sounds mom

a- Five percent fixed return over a period of time.

b. From -20 percent to a.50 percent loss or return over a period of time, depending on changing

economic Situations.

S. Which business arrangement is most appealing!

.. You're the sole owner.

Is. You're in a partnership and own a majority of the stock.

c. You're in rn eti partnership.

6. Your company's sales technique Increases sales IC percent per year.You used a technique elsewhere you

feel will result in IS percent to 20 percent annual increases, but It requires extra time and capiral.You:

a. Avoid the risk and stay with the present plan.

5. Suggest your new method, showing previous results.

c. Privately use your system, and show the results later.

7. You suggest your system to your boss, and he says, "Don't rock the boaC'You:

a. Drop your different approach.

b. Approach your boss at a lacer time.

c. Go to your boss's boss with your suggestion.

d. Use your own system anyway.

S. Which would mean the most to you?

a. Becoming the president of a company.

5. Becoming the highest-paid employee of a company.

c. Winning the highest award for achievement in your profession.

9. What three activities do you find most appealing?

a. Sales and marketing.

b. Administration.

c. Payroll.

d Training.

e. Customer service.

1. Credit and collections.

g Management

10. What work pace do you generally prefer'

a. Working on one project until it is completed.

b. Working on several projects at one amt.

Scoring-. I. A5.B3,C=l. 2. Ar3.B=2,C,ul. 3. A1,B=5,C=7, A. A2,B=6. S. A7,B5 C=2.

6. Ar i,B=6,ClG. 7. Aal,B5.C8,DxIO. 8. Au8.B_2,C=5, 9 ArI0 B=l C=3.D=3.

E8,F02,GOS. 10. Ae3,B6.

Toted Score:

20-33	 You're a corporate player and are happiest in a structured environment Franchising Lairs you.

34-71	 You're a potentially good franchisee.

72...85	 You're an entrepreneur who prefers total independence.

TABLE 4.3

ATest for Prospective Franchisees

Sources. Adapted from Erilca Koute."is

Franchising for Thu?' Frorichis. &
8umei, Opportunities 1995, pp. i 4-i

Heather Page."True Confessions.
Entrepreneur. January I 991., pp. 184-186

franchise Solutions,

fri,,cT-ic,sal-utIor' cm:.
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Interviewing past franchisees to get their perspectives on the franchiser—franchisee relation-
ship is also helpful. Why did they leave? Franchisees of some companies have formed associa-
tions, which might provide prospective franchisees with valuable information. Other sources of
information include the American Association of Franchisees and Dealers, the American
Franchise Association, and the International Franchise Association.

Ask the Franchiser Some Tough Questions

Take the time to ask the franchiser questions about the company and its relationship with its fran-
chisees. You will be in this relationship a tong time, and you need to know as much about it as you
possibly can beforehand. What is its philosophy concerning the relationship? What is the company
culture like? Flow much input do franchisees have into the system? What are the franchise's future
expansion plans? How will they affect your franchiset Are you entitled to an eseiusivc territory?
Under what circumstances can either party terminate the franchise agreement? What happens if you
decide to sell your franchise in the future? Under what circumstances would you not be entitled to
renew the agreement? What kind of profits can you expect? (If the franchiser made no earnings
claims in item 19 of the UFOC, why not?) Does the franchiser have a well-formulated strategic plan?

Makeyour Choice

The first lesson in franchising is "Do your homework before you get out your checkbook." Once
you have done your research, you can make an informed choice about which franchise is right for
you. Then it is time to put together a solid business plan that will serve as your road map to suc-
cess in the franchise you have selected. The plan is also a valuable tool to use as you arrange the
financing fur your franchise. We will discuss the components of a business plan in Chapter Il.

TRENDS SHAPING FRANCHISING

Franchising has experienced three major growth waves since its beginning. The first wave
occurred In the early 1970s when fast-food restaurants used the concept to grow rapidly. The
fast-food industry was one of the first to discover the power of franchising, but other businesses
soon took notice and adapted the franchising concept to their industries. The second wave took
place in the mid-1980s as our nations economy shifted heavily toward the service sector.
Franchises followed suit, springing up in every service business imaginable—from maid ser-
vices and copy centers to mailing services and real estate. The third wave began in the early
1990s and continues today. It is characterized by new, low-cost franchises that focus on specific
market niches. In the wake of major corporate downsizing and the burgeoning costs of tradi-
tional franchises, these new franchises allow would-be entrepreneurs to get into proven busi-
nesses faster and at lower costs. These companies feature start-up costs in the $2,000 to
$250,000 range and span a variety of industries—from leak detection in homes and auto detail-
ing to day care and tile glazing. Other significant trends affecting franchising are discussed next.

Changing Face of Franchisees

Franchisees today are better educated, are more sophisticated, have more business acumen, and
are more financially secure than those of just 20 years ago. Franchising is attracting skilled, expe-
ricnccd businespeupie whose goal is to own multiple outlets that cover entire states or regions.

For instance, when K,ispy Kre,ne Doughnuts began to more its popular product north from its
southern stronghold, the Lev family —father Howard o,,rv Russel and Mel and n hew j.',hn
Faber—bought the fran chise for the entire state of New York While on a trip to the South. Mel
di.seorered the tasiy orbs and brought some back to hifurnii); who quickly devoured them. Once
they returned to their home in New York, .the Levs decided to become franchisees. All experi-
enced in business (Howard and Mel once owned a shirt-making company), the L,evs and Faber
have opened to stores and have plans for dozens more.' 9 James A. Cosentino 's Krispy Kreine in
West Palm Beach, Florida, has cw.rtomers waiting at the front door at :o A.M. The franchise
agreement requires the franchisee to pa y Krispy Kreme ,.5 percent of total Sales as a royalty. faa,
plus  an additional 2.0 percent to help pay for brand development and public relations.
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YOU Be the
'What would you print' aslced Aihe

Consultant	 Anything' sand Joe "The ranchssee I talked to does
- 1

	

	 i flyers, posters, booklets, newsletters, advertising
pieces you name it'

i	 ..
Wlow! It seems like you'd need lots of specializedThe Opportunky of a Lifetime 	 to do all of 	 much does the total fran

Honey I think I've found itr said Joe Vilimgham to his wife s chise package cost'" said Ailse
A]Iae 'This lsJust what I've been loojp,g fbr, anust in usne "Well I'm nOt exactly sure He never gave me an exact
too My severance package from the company runs out next figure but we can tease all the equipment we need from the
month: The man said that if we itivesttf in this fralchise now, franchiser!"
we could be bringing in good m	 It's-that 	 "Is this all of the material they gave you' I thought fran

Aliielcnew Joe had been working hard at tinding another chisers were supposed to have some kind of information
job since he had been a victim of his company's latestdms'n packet to give to people,' said All
sizing, but jobs were scarce even for acgaoue with his, , "Yeah, I asked him about that,' said Joe. "He said that
agen,sl experience and background in manufacturina American Speedy Print is 

j
ust a small franchise, They d

"Nobody wants to hire a 51-year-old man with experience rather put their money into building a business and helping
when they can hire 23-year-old college graduates at less than ' their franchisees succeed than into useless paperwork that
half the salary and teach them what they need to know;' Joe nobody reads anyway. It makes sense to me."
told her after months of fruitless job hunting: That's when Joe 	 "I guess so ...," Al lie said reluctantly.
got the idea of setting up his own business. Rather iln start "I think we need to take this opportunity, hen," Joe said,
an independent business from scratch, Joe felt more comfort- I with a look that spoke of determination and enthusiasm.
able, given his 26-year corporate career, opening a franchise: I "Besides, he said that there was another cou ple in this
"A franchiser ct.ogiven the soppt1ri,"hetcidAIiic.	 crsontythatissheadyleckingatthisfraxjsc,aodth,u]-c

"Tell me about this franchise," Allie said.	 company will license only one franchisee in thi 's area, They
"It's a phenomenal opportunity for us,' , Joe said, barely I don't want to saturate the market. He thinks they may Lake

able to contain his excitement, "1 saw this booth for it. I think we have to move on this now, or we'll lose the
American Speedy Print at the Business Expo this morning. opportunity of a lifetime."
There were all kinds of franchises there, but this one really	 Allie had not seen Joe exhibit this much enthusiasm and
caught myeye," Joe said ashe pulled a rather plain-looking excitement for anything since he had lost his job at the
photocopy of a brochure from his briefcase, 	 plant. Piles of rejection letters from his job search had

"Is that their brochure?" asked Allie.	 i, sapped Joe's zest for living. Allie was glad to see "the old
"Well, the company is growing so fast that they have Joe" return, but she still had her doubts about the franchise

temporarily run out of their normal literature. This is just I opportunity Joe was describing.
temporaty."	 - j	 'It might just be the opportunity of a lifetime, Joe,' she

"Oh. ..You would think that a printing franchise could said. "But don't you think we need to find out a little more
print flashier brochures even on short notice, but j about this franchise before we invest that much money? I
guess ...." said Allie.	 I mean..

"The main thing is the profit potential this business has," 	 "Hon. I'd love to do that, but like the man said, we may
said Joe. "1 met one of their franchisees. I tell you the guy I Buss out on the opportunity of a lifetime if we don't sign
was wearing a $2,000 suit if ever there was one, and he had today. I think we've got to move on this thing now!"
expensive jewelry dripping from his fingers. He's making a
mint with this franchise, and he said we could, too!"

Joe continued. "With the severance package I have from
the company, we could pay the $10,000 franchise fee and
lease most of the equipment we need to get started. It'll take
every penny of my package, but, hey, it's an investment in
oar future. The representative said the cornpmy would help
us with our grand opening and would also help us compile
a list of potential customers."

international III pprtur.tes

One of the major trends in franchising is the internationalization of American franchise sys-
tems. Increasingly, franchising is becoming a major export industry for the United States.
Growing numbers of U.S. franchises are moving into international markets to boost sales and
profits as the doiiiestic market becomes saturated. According to a report by Arthur Andersen, 44
percent of U.S. franchisers have international locations, up from 34 percent in 1989
International espansion is a relatively new phenomenon in franchising, however; approximately

1. What advice would you offer Joe about investing in this
franchise?

2. Map out a plan for Joe to use in finding the right fran-
chise for him. What can Joe do to protect himself from
making a bad franchise investment?

3. Summarize the advantages and disadvantages Joe can
expect if he buys a franchise.
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around the world by adapting its menu
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75 percent of franchisers established their first foreign outlet within the past 10 years. 20 Canada
is the primary market for U.S. franchisers, with Mexico, Japan, and Europe following. These
markets are most attractive to franchisers because they are similar to the U.S. market—rising
personal incomes strong demand for consumer goods, growing service economies, and spread-
ing urbanization

As they venture into foreign markets, franchisers have learned that adaptation is one key to
success. Although a franchise's overall business format may not change in foreign markets,
.,ome of the details of operating its local outlets must. For instance, fast-food chains in other
,ountrjes often must make adjustments to their menus to please locals' palates. In Japan,
McDonald's (known as "Makudonarudo") outlets sell teriyaki burgers, rice burgers, and katsu
burgers (cheese wrapped in a roast pork cutlet topped with katsu sauce and shredded cabbage)

addition to their traditional American fare. In the Philippines, the McDonald's menu includes
a spicy Filipino-style burger, spaghetti, and chicken with rice.

Countries that recently welcomed the free market system are turning to franchising to help
them move toward a market economy. Some countries of Eastern Europe, including Hungary,
Poland, and Yugoslavia, already have attracted franchises. Even Russia is fertile ground for
franchising. McDonald's scored a hit with its 700-seat restaurant in Moscow. Despite being one
of the largest McDonald's outlets in the world, "The waiting  fine winds along busy Pushkin
Square for well over 500 yards," reports one Soviet magazine. 2 ' Franchisers in these countries
must have patience, however. Lack of capital, archaic infrastructure, and a shortage of hard cur-
rencies mean that profits will be slow in coming. Most franchisers recognize the difficulties of
developing franchises in foreign markets and start slowly.

It is valuable to have owners of American franchises be natives of the country in which the fran-
chise is located. For example. Brambang Rachmadi owns 85 McDonald's restaurants in his native
Indonesia. Following the September il 2001, terro rist attacks in the United Slates, it was feared that
the natives of Indonesia, a Muslim country, might have within its population anti-American radicals
who would attack American targets in Indonesia. Mr. Rachmadi immediately took the offensive to
defend his McDonald's by erecting a 6-foot-high banner stating that "In the name of Allah, the mer-
ciful and the gracious, McDonald's Indonesia is owned by an indigenous Muslim."22

Smaller, Nontraditional Locations

As the high cost of building full-scale locations continues to climb, more franchisers are
searching out nontraditional locations in which to build smaller, less expensive outlets. Based

intercept marketing—the	 on the principle of intercept marketing, the idea is to put a franchise's products or services
Principle of putting a franchises	 directly in the paths of potential customers, wherever that may be. Locations within locations
products or services directly to	 have become popular. Franchises are putting scaled-down outlets on college campuses, in high
the paths of potential customers,	 school cafeterias, in sports arenas, in hospitals, on airline flights, and in zoos. St. Louis–based
wherever they may be. Pizzas of Eight already has outlets inside convenience stores, supermarkets, and bowling alleys

and plans to open others in video stores.23 Many franchisees have discovered that smaller out-
lets in these nontraditional locations generate nearly the same sales volume as full-sized outlets
at just a fraction of the cost!

Steve Siegel, owner of 35 ITJuflkifl' Donut shops in the Boston area, recently began branching
out into small, nontraditional locations where pedestrian traffic counts are high. One of his

most profitable spots measures just 64 square feet, but because it is in a business district filled
with office workers, it generates a high s'o!urno of sales. 24 Such locations will be a key to con-

sinuedfranchise growth in the domestic marker.

Conversion Franchising

conversion franehiein-' 	 The recent trend toward conversion franchising, in which owners of independent businesses
franchising trend in which owners become franchisees to gain the advantage of name recognition, will Continue. In a franchise
of independent businesses	 conversion, the franchiser gets immediate entry into new markets and experienced operators;
become franchisees to gain the	 franchisees get increased visibility and often a big sales boost. It is not unusual to experience an
advantage of name recognition, 	 increase of 20 percent or better in gross sales. The biggest force in conversion franchising has

been Century 21. the real estate sales company
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Multiple-Unit Franchising

Multiple-unit franchising became extremely popular in the early 1990s. In multiple unit fran-
chising, a franchisee opens more than one unit in a broad territory within a specific time period.
Multiple ownership of franchise units has expanded in recent years. It is now becoming more
common for one franchisee to own 60, 70, or even 200 units. Franchisers are finding it's far
more efficient in the long run to have one well-trained franchisee operate a number of units
than to train many franchisees. The popularity of multiple-unit franchising has paralleled the
trend toward increasingly experienced, sophisticated franchisees, who set high performance
goals that a single outlet cannot meet. The typical multiple-unit franchisee owns between three
and six units, but some franchisees own many more.

MacterFranrhis!Pg

A master franchise (or subfranchise) gives afranchisee the right to create a semi-independent
organization in a particular territory to recruit, sell, and support other franchisees. A master
franchisee buyt. the right to develop subfranchises within a broad geographic area or, some-
times, an entire country.Subfrar.chising "tuiboehaiges" a franchiser's growth. Many franchis-
ers use it to open outlets in international markets more quickly and efficiently because the
master franchisees understand local laws and the nuances of selling iii local markets. For
instance, a master franchisee with TCBY International, a yogurt franchise, has opened 21
stores in China and Hong Kong. eased on his success in these markets, the company has sold
him the master franchise in India.25

Piggybacking (or Combination Franchising)

Some franchisers also are discovering new ways to reach customers by teaming up with other
franchisers selling complementary products or services. A growing number of companies are
piggybacking outlets--combining two or more distinct franchises under one roof. This "buddy
system" approach works best when the two franchise ideas are compatible and appeal to simi-
lar customers. For example, franchisers Dunkin' Donuts, Togos' Eatery sandwich shops, and
ice cream retailer Baskin-Robbins are working together to build hundreds of combination out-
lets, a concept that has proved to be highly successfuL 26 Properly planned, piggybacked fran-
chises can magnify many times over the sales and profits of individual, self-standing outlets.
One Baskin Robbins franchisee saw his sales climb 25 percent when he added a Blimpie Subs
and Salads franchise to his existing ice cream shop. Another enterprising franchisee who com-
bined Shell Oil (gas station), Charley's Steakery (sandwich shop), and TCBY (frozen yogurt)
franchises under one roof in Columbus, Ohio, says that sales are running 10 percent higher than
the three outlets would generate in separate locations.27

Serving Aging Baby Boomers

Now that dual-career couples have become the norm, especially among baby boomers, the
market for franchises offering convenience and timesaving devices is booming. Customers are
willing to pay for products and services that will save them time or trouble, and franchises are
ready to provide them. Franchisees of Around Your Neck go into the homes and offices of busy
maic executives to sell mens apparel and accessories ranging from shirts and ties to custom-
made suits. Other areas in which franchising is experiencing rapid growth include home deliv-
ery of meals, house-cleaning services, continuing education and training (especially computer
and business training), leisure activities (such as hobbies, health spas, and travel-related activi-
ties), products and services aimed at home-based businesses, and health care.

multiple-unit franchising—
a method of franchising in which
o franchisee opens more than
one unit on a broad territory
within a specific time period.

master franchise—c method
of franchising that gives o
franchisee the right to create a
seon-hniependent organization in
a particular territory to recruit
self, and support other
•franchisees.
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CONCLUSION

Franchising has proved its viability in the U.S. economy and has become a key part of the small
business sector because it offers many would-be entrepreneurs the opportunity to own and
operate a business with a greater chance for success. Despite its impressive growth rate to date,
the franchising industry still has a great deal of room to grow. Global companies, as well as
U.S. firms, are finding that they can achieve growth through franchising, and we can anticipate
that the franchising phenomenon will continue in the future.

I -A. Explain the advantages and the
disadvantages of the sole
proprietorship.
A sole proprietorship is a business owned and managed by one
individual and it the most popular for of ownership.

Sole proprietorships offer these advantages: They are simple to
create; they are the least costly form to begin: the owner has
total decision-making authority; there are no special legal
restrictions; and they are easy to discontinue.

They also suffer from these disadvantages: unlimited personal
liability of owner: flmtted manageri al s k ills and capabilities;
limited access to capital: and lack of continuity.

I -B. Explain the advantages and the
disadvantages of the partnership.
A partnership is an association of two or more people who
co-own a business for the purpose at making a profit.
Partnerships offer these advantages: ease of establishing;
complementary skills of partners: division of profits;
larger pool of capital available: ability to attract limited
partners; little government regulation flexibility: and tax
advantages.

Partnerships suffer from these disadvantages: unlimited liabil-
ity of at least one partnr; difficulty in disposing of partnership
interest: lack of continuity; potential for personality and author-
ity conflicts: and partners bound by the law of agency.

I-C. Explain the advantages and the
disadvantages of the corporation.
A corporation, the most complex of the three basic forms of
ownership. is a separate legal entity. To form a corporation, an
entrepreneur must file the articles of incorporation with the
state in which the company will incorporate. Corporations offer
these advantages: limited liability of stockholders; ability to
attract capital; ability to continue indefinitely: and transferable
ownership.

Corporations suffer from these disadvantages: cost and time
involved in incorporating; double taxation: potential for dimin-
ished managerial incentives; legal requirements and regulatory
red tape; and potential loss of control by the founder(s).

2. Discuss the advantages and th
disadvantages of the S corporation, the
limited liability company, the
professional corporation, and the joint
venture.
Entrepreneurs can also choose from several other forms of
ownership, including S corporations, and limited liability com-
panies. An S corporation offers its owners limited liability pro-
tection but avoids the double taxation of C corporations.

A limited liability company, like an S coroorarion. is a cross
between a partncrshp and a corporation, yet a operates Without
the restrictions imposed on an S corporation. To create an LLC,
an entrepreneur must file the articles of organization and the
operating agreement with the secretary of state.

A professional corporation offers professionals the benefits of
the corporate form of ownership.

A joint ,enture is like a partnership, except that it is formed for
a specific purpose.

3. Describe the three types of
franchising: trade name, product
distribution, and pure.
Trade-name franchising involves a franchisee purchasing the
right to become affiliated with a franchiser's trade-name with-
out distributing its products exclusively.

Product distribution franchising involves licensing a franchisee
to sell products or services under the franchiser's brand name
through a selective, limited distribution network.

Pure franchising involves selling a franchisee a complete busi-
ness format.

4. Explain the benefits and the
drawbacks of buying a franchise.
Franchics offer many benefits: management training  and sup-
port; brand-name appeal; standardized quality of goods and ser-
vices; national advertising programs: financial assistance;
proven products and business formats; centralized buying
power: territorial protection; and a greater chance of success,
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Franchising also suffers from certain drawbacks: franchise fees
and profit sharing: strict adherence to standardized operations;
restrictions on purchasing; limited product lines; unsatisfactory
training programs; market saturation; and less freedom.

S. Understand the laws covering
franchise purchases.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) enacted the Trade
Regulation Rule in 1979, which requires all franchisers to dis-
close detailed information on their operations at the first per-
sonal meeting or at least 10 days before a franchise contract is
signed, or before any money is paid. The FTC rule covers all
franchisers. The Trade Regulation Role reqoires fraechi,ers to
provide information on 23 topics in their disclosure statements.

Seventeen states have passed their own franchise laws requiring
franchisers to provide prospective franchisees a Uniform
Franchise Offering Circular (UFOC).

:.

1. What factors should an entrepreneur consider before
choosin g a form of hsisiness ownership?

Why are sale proprietorships so popular as a form of own-
ership?

3. How does personal conflict affect partnerships?
4. What issues should the articles of partnership address?

Why are the articles important to a successful partnership?
5. Can one partner commit another to a business deal without

the other's Consent? Why?

6. What issues should the certificate of incorporation cover?
7. How does an S corporation differ from a regular corporation?
8. What role do limited partners play in a partnership? What

happens if a limited partner takes an active role in manag-
ing the business?

9. What advantages does a limited liability company offer
over an S corporation? A partnership?

JO. How is an l.t.0 created? What criteria must an LI.0 meet
to avoid double taxation?

11. Briefly outline the advantages and disadvantages of the
major forms of ownership.

12. What is franchising?

6. Discuss the right way to buy a
franchise.
The following steps will help you make the right franchise
choice: Evaluate yourself; research your market; consider your
franchise options; get a copy of the franchiser's UFOC; talk to
existing franchisees; ask the franchiser some tough questions;
and make your choice.

7. Outline the major trends shaping
franchising.
Key trends shaping franchising today include the changing face
of franchisees; international franchise opportunities; smaller,
nontraditional locations; conversion franchising; multiple-unit
franchising: master franchising; and piggybacking lot combi-
nation franchising).

13. Describe the three types of franchising and give an exam-
ple of each.

14. Discuss the advantages and the limitations of franchising
for the franchisee,

15. Why might an independent entrepreneur be dissatisfied
with a franchising arrangement?

16. What kinds of clues should tip off prospective franchisees
that they are dealing with a disreputable franchiser?

17. What steps should potential franchisees take before invest-
ing in a franchise?

18. What is the function of the FTC's Trade Regulation Rule?
Outline the protection the Trade Regulation Rule gives all
prospective franchisees.

19. Describe the current trends in franchising.
20. One franchisee says. "Franchising is helpful because it

gives you somebod y Ithe franchiser] to get you going, nur-
ture you, and shove you along a little. But the franchiser
won't make you successful. That depends on what you
bring to the business, how hard you are prepared to work,
and how committed you arc to finding the right franchise
for you." Do you agree? Explain.

Launch The Business Disc and proceed to the section where
Harry describes the basic forms of ownership. Although vcsu
may actually pbas to ciceic a corporation (either an S corpora-
tion or a C corporation) the Disc gives you two choices-, a sole
proprietorship or a partnership. For purposes of using the
Disc, pick one of these as your form of ownership. What fac-
tors did you consider when making your choice? Whit are the
advantaaes and the disadvantages of the form of ownership
you chose?

If you are planning 10 buy a franchise, you should review the
reference material on franchising on The Bu,sine.cv Disc From
the menu across the top of your screen, select the "Reference"
option and then click on "General Information" Click on
"Complete Workshop on Franchising." Review the concepts in
this reference guide and in Chapter 4. Then click on
"Evaluating Franchises" and review the information in this ief-
erence guide. Develop a list of questions to ask the franchisers
you are considering. Which franchise did you choose? Why'
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BUSINESS PLAN PRO'

Go to the Section of the
Bilsifless Business PlanPro called

PlanPro 'Your Company and
complete the Section con-

cerning the form of ownership for your business. Use the com-
parison mains of the major forms of ownership in Table 4.1 on

page 116 to help you select the form of ownership that is best
for you. Which factors are most relevant to your choice? Are
you considering.. franchise? If so, what are the advantages and
disadvantages d buying a franchise? Use the process described
on pages 127 to 130 to choose the ideal franchise for you.
Which factors are most relevant to your choice?.

interview Live Local small business Owners. What form or ownership did each choose?
Why' Prepare a brief report summarizing your findings, and explain advantages and
disadvantages those owners face because of their choices.

2. Invite, entrepreneurs who operate as partners to your classroom. Do they have a writ-
ten partnership agreement? Are their skills complementary? How do they divide
responsibility for running their company? How do they handle decision making? What
do they do when disputes and disagreements arise?

3. Visit a local franchise operation. Is it a trade-name, product distribution, or pure fran-
chise? To what extent did the franchisee investigate before investing? What assistance
does the franchiser provide? How does the franchisee feel about the franchise contract
he or she signed? What would he or she do differently flow?

4. a. Consult a copy of the International Franchise Association publication Franchise
Opportunities Handbook (the library should have a copy). Write several franchisers
in a particular business category and ask for their franchise packages. Write a report
comparing their treatment of the topics covered by the Trade Regulation Rule.

b. Analyze the terms of their franchise contracts. What are the major differences? Are
some terms more favorable than others? If you were about to invest in the franchise,
which terms would you want to change?

5. Ask a local franchisee to approach his or her regional franchise representative about
leading a class discussion on franchising.

6. Contact the International Franchise Association 0350 New York Avenue, NW., Suite
900. Washington, DC, 20005-4709, (202-628-8000) for a copy of /wesrigaze Before
investing. Prepare a report outlining what a prospective franchisee should do before
buying a franchise

s.
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A Franchiser Evaluation Checklist

THE FRANCHISER AND THE FRANCHISE

I. Is the potential market for the product or service adequate to support your franchise? Will the
prices you charge be in line with the market?

2. Is the markets population growing, remaining static, or shrinking? Is the demand for your
product or service growing, xemaining static, or shrinking?

3. Is the product or service safe and reputable?

4. Is the product or service a fad, or is it a durable business idea?
5. What will the direct and indirect competition be in your sales territory? Do any other fran-

chisees operate in this general area?
6. Is the franchise international, national, regional, or local in scop& Does it require full - or pert-

time involvement?

7. How many years has the franchiser been in operation? Does it have a sound reputation for hon-
est dealings with franchisees"

8. How many franchise outlets .row exist? How many will there be a year from now? How many
outlets are company owned?

9. How many franchises have failed? Why?

10. What service and assistance will the franchiser prs.'ide? What training javgram., are offered?
Are they continuous in nature?

II. Will the franchise perform a location analysis to help you find a suitable sitc°
12. Will the franchiser offer you exclusive distribution rights for the length of the agreement, or

may it sell to other franchises in this area?
13. What facilities and equipmett are required for the franchise? Who pays for construction? Is

there a lease agreement?

14. What is the total cost of the fianchise'? What are the initial capital requirements? Will the fran-
chiser.provide financial assistance? Of what nature? What is the interest rate? Is the franchiser
financially Sound enough to fjlfiIl all its promises?

15. How much the franchise fee? Exactly what does it cover? Are there any confining fees? What
additional tees are there?

16. Does the franchiser provide aa estimate of expenses and income? Are they reasonable for your
particular area? Are they sufficiently documented?

17. How risky is the franchise opportunity? Is the return on the investment consistent with the
risks?

18. Does the franchiser offer a waitten contract that covers all the details of the agreement? Have
your attorne y and your accountant studied its terms and approved it? Do you understand the
implications of the contract?

19. What s the length of the frartcpise agreement? Under what circumstances can it be terminated?
If you terminate the contract, what are the costs to you? What are the terms and Costs of
renewal!

20. Are you allowed to sell the franchise to a third party? If so, will you receive the proceeds?
21. Is there a national advertising program? How is it financed? What media are used? What help is

provided for local advertising'

22. Once you open for business, e.,activ what support will the franchiser offer you?
23. How does the franchist, handle complaints from and disputes with franchisees? How well has

the system worked?
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THE FRANCHISEES
I. Are you pleased with your investment in this franchise?

2. Has the franchiser lived up to its promises?

3. What was your greatest disappointment after getting into this business?

4. How effective was the training you received in helping you run the franchise'

5. What are your biggest challenges and problems?

6. What is your franchise's cash flow like?

7. How much money are you making on your investment?

8. What do you like most about being a franchisee? Least?

9. Is there a franchisee advisory council that represents franchisees?

10. Knowing what you know now, would you buy this franchise again?

YOURSELF
1. Are you qualifled to operate afranchise successfully? Do you have adequate drive, skills, expe-

rience, education, patience, and financial capacity? Are you prepared to work hard?

2. Are you willing to sacrifice some autonomy in operating a business to own a franchise?

3. Can you tolerate the financial risk? Would business failure wipe you out financially?

4. Can you juggle multiple tasks simultaneously and prioritize various projects so that you can
accomplish those that are most important?

5. Are you genuinely interested in the ptoduct or service you wili be sellin gre Do you enjoy this
kind of business? Do you like to sell?

6. Do you enjoy working with aivl managing people? Are you a "team player"?

7. Will the business generate enough profit to suit you?

8. Has the franchiser investigated your background thoroughly enough to decide if you are quali-
fied to operate the franchise?

9. What can this franchiser do for you that you cannot do for yourself?
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